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5 Disconnected Anaphora*

Martin Honcoop

Note: This paper  was written as a chapter of ADynamic Excursions on Weak
Islands@ (Ph.D. Leiden, 1998) and was eventually omitted in the interest of the
thematic unity of the dissertation. This paper has no bibliography; see the
references of the dissertation.

5.1 Introduction: Connectivity

There are essentially two ways in which (part of) a phrase a might suggest that it
is not to be interpreted in the position a occupies at surface structure (or, in
Minimalist terms, before Spell Out), but rather in a position it was extracted from
(or coindexed with). Firstly, scopal properties of a might simply be inconsistent
with the position a occupies before Spell Out. This phenomenon will be referred
to generally as Scope Connectivity. A simple illustration of this phenomenon is
provided in (1). This sentence admits of two readings. On its de re construal, as
paraphrased in (1a), the relevant subconstituent of the how many-phrase whose
meaning can be glossed as N many books takes scope over the modal verb should.
This interpretation appears to be compatible with the position the wh-phrase
occupies before Spell Out (i.e. SpecCP). On its de dicto reading, as given in (1b),
that very same subconstituent takes narrow scope with respect to should. To
accomodate this interpretation, we thus need some device that enables us to
interpret this subconstituent inside the scope of the modal verb.

(1) How many books should John read? (TDe Re,TDe Dicto)
a DR: For what number N, there are N many books that John should read?
b DD: For what number N, John should read N many books?

Secondly, it might be that anaphoric properties of a are incompatible with its
pre-Spell Out position. Slighty adapting the terminology of Barss (1986,1988), we
will henceforth refer to this phenomenon as Binding Connectivity. A typical case
of Binding Connectivity is presented in (2).

                    
* Parts of the material covered in this chapter will be published in Honcoop (to appear).
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(2) How many of hisx voters does every politicianx know?

Assuming that bound variable anaphora require c-command (cf. Reinhart 1983),
the well-formedness of the anaphoric dependency in (2) is discomforting as the
bound variable pronoun his is not c-commanded by its antecedent every politician.
Again, we are in need of some device by means of which we can interpret the
pronoun (or some subconstituent of the wh-phrase which contains the pronoun)
inside the scope of the Q-NP every politician.

5.1.1 A Dynamic Semantic Approach to Connectivity

In much of the generative literature on the general problem of Connectivity, it is
tacitly assumed that this phenomenon is essentially syntactic in nature. That is, the
device needed to reconstruct (part of) a phrase a in a position it was extracted
from (or coindexed with) is characterized in strictly syntactic terms. In the pre-
Minimalist days, reconstruction of (part of) a was effected by means of >lowering=
the relevant constituent at LF into a position which a visited while on its way to
its S-Structure position. Suppose for example that the how many-phrase in (1) first
adjoined to VP before it moved into SpecCP. Suppose furthermore that the
subconstituent of the wh-phrase whose meaning can be paraphrased as N many
books is the NumP [eQ books], and that modals must appear in I at LF. After the
NumP has been lowered into VP-adjoined position, we obtain (3a) as a possible
LF-representation of (1), where IP = AgrSP in present day Minimalism. Given that
the NumP is now properly c-commanded by the modal verb should, we may safely
assume that (3a) contains all the necessary information to facilitate a smooth
translation into (3b). (3b) constitutes a possible (extensional) Karttunnen-style
representation of the de dicto reading of (1), where Q ranges over cardinal
determiners.1

(3) a [CP [DP how many]Q [IP John should [VP [NumP eQ books]y [VP read ey]]]]
b ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w1œw2-w1 [Qx [book(x)(w2) v read(x)(john)(w2)]]]

In the current Minimalist era, reconstruction arises through the interaction of the
Copy Theory of movement and processes of deletion by means of which
semantically inert copies (or parts therefore) are erased at LF (cf. Chomsky
1993,1995). This implementation of reconstruction is arguably superior over the
                    
  I.e . th ose  d e te rm ine rs d e note d  by  ( com ple x ) nu m e rals such  as five, at le ast te n, fe we r th an six e tc
. Cf. se ction 5.2 2 for m ore  d iscussion of a possible   arttune n- se m antics for h ow m any- inte rrog at
iv e s.
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previous one as it does not involve lowering. Lowering operations are suspicious
as they most often violate elementary conditions on movement, such as the Empty
Category Principle (or whatever Minimalist principles subsume the effects of the
ECP) which entails that movement should be upward.

Recent, semantically oriented work on the syntax/semantics interface has
explored the possibility of a strictly semantic implementation of reconstruction.
This possibility is suggested by a certain parallelism between the way in which
reconstruction relates two LF-representations and the way in which ?-conversion
relates two representations in some formal language: both involve substitution of
some subexpression in a variable/gap position. Of course, one should think of this
parallelism only in a metaphorical sense, as (syntactic) reconstruction cannot be
meaning preserving whereas ?-conversion must be meaning preserving. Having
said that, let us now examine how we can interpret the NumP [eQ books] in (1)
inside the scope of the modal verb should by semantic means. First, we note that
the meaning of this NumP, which we glossed before as N many books, can be
adequately represented as in (4a) below, where p is a shorthand for the complex
type +w,t,. Furthermore, let us assume that the wh-phrase and its sister constituent
C´ can be compositionally translated into (4b) and (4c) respectively.2 In (4d), we
apply the function in (4b) to the expression in (4c). By reducing this expression
through a series of ?-conversions, we will ultimately convert (4a) >back= inside the
scope of the modal operator. Since the net result of reducing (4d) is equivalent to
(3b) above, we obtain in this way the de dicto reading of (1).

(4) a [NumP eQ books] µ (translates as)
?P+e,p,?w3w Qx [book(x)(w3) v P(x)(w3)]

b [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]] µ
?T+++e,p,,p,,+p,t,,?pp›Q [T(?P?w3Qx [book(x)(w3) v P(x)(w3)])(p)]

c [C´ John should read] µ
?V++e,p,,p,?p´p [p´(w) v p´ = ?w1œw2-w1 [V(?y?w4 [read(y)(john)(w4)])(w2)]]

d [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]] [C´ John should read]] µ
?T?p›Q [T(?P?w3Qx [book(x)(w3) v P(x)(w3)])(p)]
(?V?p´ [p´(w) v p´ = ?w1œw2-w1 [V(?y?w4 [read(y)(john)(w4)])(w2)]])

(?-conversion) = (3b)

This account of Scope Connectivity is essentially the one advocated by Cresti
(1995) (cf. also Rullmann 1995). I believe this constitutes a significant
improvement over syntactic approaches to Connectivity, such as the ones sketched

                    
2 θ h e se  assu m ptions will be  v ind icate d  in se ction 5.2.
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above, as it solely relies on operations (most notably ?-conversion) that must be
assumed to be part of our logical syntax in any event. One may wonder what
arguments might be adduced in support of copying and deletion which go beyond
considerations pertaining to Connectivity effects.

Still, the question arises whether such a semantic approach to Connectivity has
fruitful applications in the realm of Binding Connectivity as well. At first sight, one
would think not, since during the process of reducing complex expressions
through ?-conversion, free variables may not wind up as bound ones. And it is
exactly this property which is called for if we want to account for cases such as
(2) in terms of Cresti=s (1995) approach to Scope Connectivity. That is, if the
meaning of the NumP [eQ of hisx voters] is to be represented on a par with (4a),
as in (5a) below, then one of the effects of converting (5a) >back= inside the scope
of the Q-NP every politician must be that the free variable x denoted by the
pronoun his shows up as a bound variable after the conversion, as indicated in
(5b). But this is impossible, since ?-conversion must preserve meaning.
(5) a [NumP eQ hisx voters] µ ?P?wQy [voterw(y,x) v P(y)(w)]

b ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 Qy [voterw´(y,x) v knoww´(x,y)]]]

On second thought, however, an extension of Cresti=s approach to cases like (2)
need not be that implausible. In his book Dynamics of Meaning, Chierchia (1995)
notes that a similar conversion-problem is posed by >backwards= anaphora in left-
adjoined if/when-clauses and preposed PP-adjuncts, exemplified in (6) below.

(6) a If hex considers ity too difficult, a teacherx won=t adopt a textbooky

b Near hisx child=s crib, nobodyx would keep matches

He furthermore observes that this problem ceases to exist in Dynamic Semantics
on account of the fact that the operation of Functional Application (FA) in a
dynamic setting involves abstraction over assignment-functions. That is, FA(a,ß)

= a(8ß), ß(8a), a(ß) or ß(a) (whichever fits), where the 8-operator abstracts over
assignment-functions (cf. also Chapter 2). In this way, we circumvent the
conversion-problem, as abstracting over assignments to some variable yields the
same effect semantically as directly abstracting over that variable by means of the
?-operator. Thus, consider again the way in which the anaphoric dependency in
(7a) is accounted for in Dynamic Semantics. The crucial steps are presented in
(7b-d). Observe now that in (7c), the variable x in whistledw´(x) is not free in the

semantic sense: it is effectively bound by the 8-operator. Consequently, the
conversion from (7c) to (7d) is valid, thanks to the way in which we have defined
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the semantics of the 8-operator.

(7) a Ax man walked in. Hex whistled.
b ?p´›x [man´(x) v walked-in´(x) v 4p´] v ?p´´ [whistled´(x) v 4p´´]

c ?p [?p´›x [man´(x) v walked-in´(x) v 4p´](8?p´´ [whistled´(x) v 4p´´](p))]
(def. of v)

d ?p›x [man´(x) v walked-in´(x) v whistled´(x) v 4p]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

Summarizing the discussion up to this point, we have seen that a semantic
approach which involves abstraction over assignments can in principle account for
the two aspects of Connectivity distinguished in the Introduction. Given the cases
discussed thus far, it accounts for these in a conceptually more attractive fashion
than strictly syntactic approaches, as it does not involve any special machinery that
appears to have little (if any) application outside the realm of Connectivity.
Suppose for the sake of the argument that the semantic approach presently under
consideration can uniformly and successfully account for at least a substantial, yet
homogeneous subclass of Connectivity effects. Then, pursuing a line of reasoning
already explored by Chierchia (1995) in connection with Connectivity effects in
constructions such as (6), we would have found an interesting, novel piece of
evidence in favour of Dynamic Semantics. The argument would go as follows.
Dynamic Semantics automatically provides us with the tool of abstraction over
assignment-functions. Other semantic frameworks could perhaps incorporate this
device as well. However, the point is that such alternative semantic frameworks
might well do without it, whereas Dynamic Semantics requires abstraction over
assignments to get the system to work. Therefore, if a semantic approach which
makes essential use of abstraction over assignments can account for a substantial
set of cases involving Connectivity where other approaches fail, these cases would
significantly support Dynamic Semantics.

In this chapter, we will discuss whether this interesting line of reasoning can
be maintained, both empirically as well as theoretically. To reveal part of the plot,
we will see that this line of reasoning can in fact not be sustained in view of the
fact that the dynamic theory of Weak Islands developed in Chapter 3, as well as
Szabolcsi & Zwarts=s (1993) algebraic approach as presented in Chapter 1, entail
that both Scope and Binding Connectivity should exhibit exactly the same
sensitivity to intervention effects. But even if would have been empirically cogent,
we might still wonder whether abstraction over assignments to variables should
indeed be considered an integral and indispensable part of Dynamic Semantics.
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5.1.2 The Plan

The discussion in this chapter will be organized around the following questions
and claims. In the next section, we will first present in more detail Cresti=s (1995)
semantic account of Scope Connectivity. We will then reformulate her proposal
in terms of Dynamic Semantics so that it can potentially account for Binding
Connectivity as well. This section will be concluded by assessing the empirical
merits of a semantic as opposed to a syntactic approach to Connectivity.

In section 5.3, we will encounter some problems that cannot be surmounted
if we insist on a unified semantic account of the two aspects of Connectivity
distinguished in the Introduction. Note that on a dynamic semantic approach to
Connectivity as sketched in the preceding section, we predict that Scope and
Binding Connectivity pattern alike: if a can be ?-converted inside the scope of ß,
then any variable contained in a can be bound by ß through ?-conversion, and vice
versa. The main problem then for such a unified semantic account of Connectivity
is provided by the fact that Scope Connectivity is sensitive to Weak Islands, as
was already observed by Longobardi (1987), whereas Binding Connectivity does
not exhibit the same type of sensitivity to Weak Islands. We will argue that this
asymmetry poses a major threat for a dynamic semantic approach to Binding
Connectivity:

Claim I Assuming a semantic approach to Weak Islands, it follows that
reconstruction through semantic (or, for that matter, syntactic) means
is blocked in all Weak Island contexts.

This entails that the principal task we now face is this:

Question II How can we accunt for Binding Connectivity in a way that does not
appeal to any notion of reconstruction?

We will then reveal in sections 5.4-5.7 how this task can be accomplished,
focusing first on Binding Connectivity in wh-sentences for ease of exposition. Our
point of departure will be the observation that bound variable anaphora inside wh-
phrases are licensed by either a functional or a pair-list construal of the entire wh-
sentence. In section 5.4, we will first restrict our attention to functional readings
of wh-sentences. Simply by spelling out the semantics involved in these readings,
which involves quantification over (Skolem) functions, we arrive at the somewhat
surprising conclusion that the bound variable anaphor can be locally interpreted
internal to the wh-phrase itself. But then, there is no need whatsoever for
reconstruction. Our impression that the anaphor is bound by something outside the
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wh-phrase is nothing more than an effect of the semantics of functional readings.
We will then argue that this analysis can be carried over to the remaining cases of
Binding Connectivity in wh-sentences, viz. those cases which involve bound
variable anaphora that are licensed under pair-list readings. This possibility
suggests itself immediately if we adopt Chierchia=s (1993) approach to pair-list
readings, according to which these readings are nothing but special cases of
functional readings. Our findings in sections 5.4 can be generalized into the
following claim:

Claim III Disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences can be resolved in situ through
quantification over (Skolem) functions.

A functional account of disconnected anaphora in wh-interrogatives predicts
that whenever the functional reading is not available, the corresponding Binding
Connectivity construction is ungrammatical. Focusing on a partly novel set of data
which exhibit certain intricate interactions between functional readings and Weak
Islands, we will show in section 5.5 this prediction to be correct. We will
furthermore argue that the rather peculiar sensitivity of functional readings to
Weak Islands can be accounted for on Szabolcsi & Zwarts=s (1993) approach. In
particular, we will demonstrate that the types of functions quantified over in the
relevant constructions are elements of a (proper) join semilattice. In section 5.6,
we will discuss the distribution of pair-list readings in so-called extensional
complement interrogatives which raises some interesting issues with respect
Chierchia=s (1993) functional approach to these readings, and consequently also
with respect to our treatment of disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences. We will
conclude our investigation of the various issues raised by Question II by
considering the possibility of extending the functional approach to disconnected
anaphora to non-interrogative contexts:

Question IV Can a functional approach to Binding Connectivity be fruitfully
applied in declarative contexts as well?

This question will be addressed in section 5.7. Inspired by Jacobson=s (1994,1996)
analysis of Binding Connectivity in specificational copular sentences, we will argue
that a functional approach to Binding Connectivity can indeed be extended at least
to constructions of the type exemplified in (8) below, provided we pay close
attention to the property of exhaustiveness which characterizes (pseudo) clefts and
specificational copular constructions.

(8) a There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that every Italiani loves
b The woman that every Italiani loves is hisi mother
c It is hisi mother that every Italiani loves
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In the light of the above, we must draw the inevitable conclusion that our
investigations have failed to provide supporting evidence in favour of Dynamic
Semantics in Chierchia=s (1995) sense. But suppose that a semantic approach to
Connectivity which makes essential use of abstraction over assignments would
have worked for the relevant cases. Would these cases then indeed support
Dynamic Semantics as opposed to alternative semantic frameworks, as claimed by
Chierchia? This issue will be explored in section 5.8 which will conclude this
chapter.

5.2 Scope, Binding and Reconstruction: A Generalization of Cresti
(1995)

In this section, we will first discuss Cresti=s (1995) semantic approach to Scope
Connectivity. We will then in section 5.2.2 reformulate her proposal in dynamic
terms so that it can be extended to cases of Binding Connectivity. Section 5.2.3
will conclude with a brief empirical comparison of a dynamic semantic approach
to Connectivity as opposed to a syntactic approach.

5.2.1 Cresti (1995) on Scope and Reconstruction

Before we can review Cresti=s (1995) analysis of Scope Connectivity, we must
first address the question how a (static) Karttunen-style semantics for how many-
interrogatives might look like. Observe first that possible answers to how many-
questions involve (complex) numerals such as at least two, more than twenty, less
than one hundred etc. To account for this observation, a Karttunen-style approach
to the semantics of how many-interrogatives must split up the meaning of a wh-
phrase such as how many books into two parts. The first part involves higher-
order quantification over cardinal determiners, which must be interpreted outside
the scope of the propositional variable p. The second part involves first-order
quantification over books, which must be interpreted inside the scope of the
propositional variable p. The semantics of the how many-interrogative in (9a)
might then be represented as in (9b). This representation yields the set of true
propositions in (9c) on the understanding that John read three books in the actual
world w.

(9) a How many books did John read?
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b ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´Qx [bookw´(x) v readw´(john,x)]]
c {John read at least zero books, John read at least one book, John read at least two

books, John read at least three books}

Thus, from a semantic point of view, one might say that wh-extraction of how
many-phrases involves a kind of pied-piping: the NumP [eQ books] in (9), the
meaning of which is captured through first-order quantification over books, is
interpreted in a position lower than the complex determiner how many, whose
meaning is captured through higher-order quantification over cardinal determiners
Q.

How can the representation in (9b) be compositionally retrieved? Cresti
(1995) makes the following interesting proposal.3 Assume that how many-phrases
adjoin to IP (= AgrSP) on their way to their final destination. The pied-piping
property of extraction of how many-phrases will be captured by the use of double
indices, as indicated in the LF-representation in (10), which corresponds to (9a).
At the translation stage, the outer indices will be abstracted over. The ?-abstracts
will then be combined with the inner indices by means of functional application.

(10) [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]]V did [IP [eV]V´ [IP John [AgrOP [eV´]x [VP read ex]]]]]

                    
3 H e r approach  h as be e n sim plifie d  som e wh at for e ase  of  e x p osition only . Cf. also Rullm ann (    5) f
or sim ilar proposals.

As in the preceding chapters, we will assume that all indexed QPs will be
interpreted by means of binding-in. The dynamic version of this operation was
already defined in Chapter 2, definition (80). The static version of binding-in,
which is assumed to be defined for every quantifier of any particular order, can be
formalized as in (11) below. As usual, FA stands for functional application; i.e.
FA(a,ß) = a(ß) or ß(a).

(11) Definition: Binding-In
i. Bx(QP,f ) =def FA(QP,?x [f ]), where f  is of type p;
ii. Bx(QP,ß) =def ?v [Bx(QP,ß(v))], where ß is of a type that ends in p.
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(11) can be modified in such a way that it carries over to wh-phrases as well (cf.
also I in the Appendix to Chapter 3). (11i) should then read as follows: Bx(WH,f )
=def ?w?p [FA(WH,?x [f (p)])(w)], where f  is of type +p,p,. The meaning of a wh-
phrase such as who is simply represented as ?P›x [person´(x) v P(x)] (type
++e,p,,p,) and the meaning of how many N as ?T›Q [T(?PQx [N´(x) v P(x)])]
(type +++e,p,,p,,p,). Throughout this chapter, it will be tacitly assumed that (11)
extends to wh-phrases in this way.

On these assumptions, we can compositionally translate (10) into the
Karttunen-style representation in (9b). This assertion is vindicated by the semantic
analysis tree in (12) (assuming the main function ?w [...] in the last line annotating
the top node in 12 to be evaluated in the actual w, an assumption which we will
henceforth take for granted).

(12) BV(How manyQ(Q(book)),?p´ [p´ v p´ = V(?x [read´(john,x)])])
?w?p [?T›Q [T(?PQx [book´(x) v P(x)])]

(?V [?p´ [p´ v p´ = V(?x [read´(john,x)])](p)])(w)] (def. 11i)
?w?p [›Q [p v p = Qx [book´(x) v read´(john,x)]](w)] (?-conversion)
?w?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´Qx [bookw´(x) v readw´(john,x)]] (convention: P´ = ?w [Pw])

How manyQ(Q(book)) ?q?p´ [p´ v p´ = q](V(?x [read´(john,x)]))
?p´ [p´ v p´ = V(?x [read´(john,x)])] (?-conversion)

?q?p´ [p´ v p´ = q] BV´(V,V´(?x [read´(john,x)]))
V(?x [read´(john,x)]) (def. 11i)

V ?v [V´(?x [read´(v,x)])](john)
V´(?x [read´(john,x)]) (?-conversion)

john Bx(V´,?v [read´(v,x)])
?v [Bx(V´,read´(v,x))] (def. 11ii)
?v [V´(?x [read´(v,x)])] (def. 11i)

V´ ?w?v [read´(v,w)](x)
?v [read´(v,x)] (?-conversion)

?w?v [read´(v,w)] x
What is of special interest to us here is that the tree in (12) shows that the first-
order quantifier expressed by the NumP inside a how many-phrase (i.e. its N many
N part) can be interpreted inside the scope of the propositional variable p without
applying syntactic reconstruction at the level of LF. This is what Cresti=s double
indexing buys us. Stranding the higher-order type index V (type ++e,p,,p,; cf. also
section 5.1.1) inside IP allows us to >semantically reconstruct= the N many N part
by means of ?-conversion. We will henceforth refer to >reconstruction= through ?-
conversion as Semantic Reconstruction, or SemR for short.

The attentive reader will have observed that we would have achieved the same
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result (i.e. 9b) if we had stranded the higher-order type index V in IP-adjoined
position, rather than in SpecAgrOP, as shown in (10´) below. Though this is true
for simple cases such as (9) above, stranding V in SpecAgrOP or in a position
adjoined to IP will make a difference when we turn to scopal interactions between
modals and how many-phrases.

(10´) [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]]V did [IP [eV]x [IP John [AgrOP [ex]x´ [VP read ex´]]]]]

Let us therefore reconsider the de dicto/de re ambiguity noted earlier in
connection with (1) above, repeated here as (13). On the basis of Karttunen=s
(1977) approach to the semantics of interrogatives, the de re reading will be
represented as in (13a), while the de dicto reading will be represented as in (13b).

(13) How many books should John read? (cf. 1)
a ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´Qx [bookw´(x) v œw´´-w´ [readw´´(john,x)]]]
a´ DR: For what number N, there are N many books that John should read?
b ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´œw´´-w´Qx [bookw´´(x) v readw´´(john,x)]]
b´ DD: For what number N, John should read N many books?

Given the mechanics as developed above, and the further assumption that modals
must appear in I (= AgrS) at LF, Cresti observes that the above ambiguity can
now be made to follow from the exact location in which we strand V. That is, the
de re reading as represented in (13a) obtains when we strand V in IP-adjoined
position, as in (14) below. To see that, note first that the LF in (14) can be
compositionally translated into (15a) (after some reductions) in a way similar to
the process through which (10) was compositionally translated into the first line
annotating the top node in (12). The steps in (15b-d) then show how (15a) can be
reduced to (13a).

(14) [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]]V C0 [IP [eV]x [IP John should [AgrOP [ex]x´ read
ex´]]]]]

(15)
a BV(How manyQ(Q(book)),?p´ [p´ v p´ = V(?x?w´œw´´-w´ [read´(john,x) (w´´)])])
b ?w?p [?T›Q [T(?PQx [book´(x) v P(x)])]

(?V [?p´ [p´ v p´ = V(?x?w´œw´´-w´ [read´(x)(john)(w´´)])](p)])(w)]
(definition 11i)

c ?w?p [›Q [p v p = Qx [book´(x) v ?w´œw´´-w´ [read´(x)(john)(w´´)]]](w)]
(?-conversion)

d ?w?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´Qx [bookw´(x) v œw´´-w´ [readw´´(john,x)]]]
(convention: P´ = ?w [Pw]) = (13a)
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Stranding the higher-order type index V in SpecAgrOP instead will yield the de
dicto reading as represented in (13b) above. This is indicated in (16) and (17)
below, where (16) can be compositionally translated into (17a) in the by now
familiar way (cf. also 4 above).

(16) [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]]V C0 [IP [eV]V´ [IP John should [AgrOP [eV´]x read
ex]]]]]

(17)
a BV(How manyQ(Q(book)),?p´ [p´ v p´ = ?w´œw´´-w´ [V(?x [read´(john,x)])

(w´´)]])
b ?w?p [?T›Q [T(?PQx [book´(x) v P(x)])]

(?V [?p´ [p´ v p´ = ?w´œw´´-w´ [V(?x [read´(john,x)])(w´´)]](p)])(w)]
(def. 11i)

c ?w?p [›Q [p v p = ?w´œw´´-w´ [Qx [book´(x) v read´(john,x)](w´´)]](w)]
(?-conversion)

d ?w?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´œw´´-w´Qx [bookw´´(x) v readw´´(john,x)]]
(convention: P´ = ?w Pw]) = (13b)

This completes our overview of the essentials of Cresti=s (1995) semantic
approach to Scope Connectivity. To wrap up, on her account, scopal interactions
between how many-phrases and modals are not derived through syntactic means,
but rather through semantic means. That is, the NumP [eQ N] contained in a given
how many-phrase is not syntactically reconstructed in the appropriate position
relative to the modal at LF, but rather its logical translation is converted into the
appropriate scopal position through ?-conversion. The exact position into which
the logical translation of the NumP will be converted is determined by an
intermediate trace of the form [eV]x. The inner index V (type ++e,p,,p,) is the type-
lifted version of the outer index x (type e). What scopal reading we obtain is
determined by where the type-lifting is performed.

5.2.2 A Dynamic Reformulation of Cresti (1995)

We already noted in the Introduction to this chapter that in a static semantics, we
cannot extend Cresti=s SemR approach to Binding Connectivity as exemplified in
(2) above without taking some precautions. Since ?-conversion must preserve
meaning, free variables may not reemerge as bound ones after a conversion. We
furthermore noted that in Dynamic Semantics, this problem can be circumvented
due to the fact that dynamic functional application involves abstraction over
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assignments to variables by means of the 8-operator. To explore the consequences
of a SemR approach to Connectivity in general, we will therefore reformulate
Cresti=s proposal in dynamic terms. However, since there is no need for the full

resources of Dynamic Semantics, we will just incorporate the 8- and 4-operator in
the static logic we are presently working with. This is for ease of exposition only.
It is important to keep this point in mind: although incorporating the device of
abstraction over assignment-functions is an entirely ad hoc move from a static
point of view, it is perfectly natural in a dynamic setting. Without it, Dynamic
Semantics could not handle even the most basic cases of dynamic anaphora (but
cf. the discussion in section 5.7).

Consider in this light (2) above, repeated here as (18), which exemplifies
Binding Connectivity.

(18) How many of hisx voters does every politicianx know?

To account for this type of binding, we must convert the logical translation of the
NumP [eQ of his voters] into a position where the variable into which his is
translated can be appropriately bound by the (generalized) quantifier denoted by
every politician. On a dynamic SemR approach, this means that the position in
which we strand the higher-order type index V must be c-commanded by the
subject Q-NP at LF. We may therefore take the LF of (18) to be as in (19a).

(19)
a [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ of hisx voters]]V does [[eV]V´ [IP every politicianx [AgrOP

[eV´]V´´ [VP know eV´´]]]]]
b ?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 Qy [voterw´(y,x) v knoww´(x,y)]]]

The LF in (19a) can be compositionally translated into (19b), where the universal
quantifier corresponding to every politician appropriately binds the variable x
corresponding to his. The procedure by means of which (19a) can be translated
into (19b) has been summarized in the semantic analysis tree in (20). A few
comments may be in order here. First of all, the basic translation of the transitive
verb know, i.e. ?w?v [know´(v,w)] (type +e,+e,p,,), has been type-lifted to ?V?v

[4V(8?w [know´(v,w)])] (type ++s,++s,+e,p,,,p,,,+e,p,,, where s is the type of
assignments to variables as in Chapter 2). This type-shift can be straightforwardly
accomplished in the flexible semantics developed by Hendriks (1993). The reason
for this is, first and foremost, that the meaning of know must be able to combine
with the variable V, which is of type +s,++s,+e,p,,,p,,. At a somewhat deeper level,
though, the reason for this type-shift is that only this will guarantee a proper
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conversion of the logical translation of the NumP [eQ of his voters], here 8?PQy
[voter´(y,x) v 4P(y)], inside the scope of the universal quantifier. This explains
why we stranded V in the base position of the wh-phrase, rather than in
SpecAgrOP. Secondly, the FA(a,ß) referred to in (11) above should now be

reinterpreted dynamically; that is, FA(a,ß) = a(8ß), ß(8a), a(ß) or ß(a) (whichever
fits).

(20) BV(how manyQ(Q(of x's voter)),?p´ [p´ v p´ = œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w
[know´(x,w)])]])

?w?p [?T›Q [4T(8?PQy [voter´(y,x) v 4P(y)])]

(8?V [?p´ [p´ v p´ = œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w [know´(x,w)])]](p)])(w)]
(def. 11i)

?w?p [›Q [p v p = œx [politician´(x) 6 Qy [voter´(y,x) v know´(x,y)]]](w)]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)
?w?p›Q [p(w) v p = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 Qy [voterw´(y,x) v knoww´(x,y)]]]

(convention: P´ = ?w [Pw]) . (19b)

How manyQ(Q(of x's voter)) ?q?p´ [p´ v p´ = q]

(œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w [know´(x,w)])])

?p´ [p´ v p´ = œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w
[know´(x,w)])]] (?-conversion)

?q?p´ [p´ v p´ = q] BV´(V,œx [politician´(x) 6 4V´(8?w [know´(x,w)])])

œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w [know´(x,w)])] (def. 11i)

V ?Qœx [politician´(x) 6 4Q(x)]

(8?v [4V´(8?w [know´(v,w)])])

œx [politician´(x) 6 4V´(8?w [know´(x,w)])]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

?Qœx [politician´(x) 6 4Q(x)] BV´´(V´,?v [4V´´(8?w [know´(v,w)])])
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?v [BV´´(V´,4V´´(8?w [know´(v,w)]))] (def. 11ii)

?v [4V´(8?w [know´(v,w)])] (def. 11i)

V´ ?V?v [4V(8?w [know´(v,w)])](V´´)

?v [4V´´(8?w [know´(v,w)])] (?-conversion)

?V?v [4V(8?w [know´(v,w)])] V´´

Finally, the crucial step in the translation process summarized in (20) is the
conversion from (21a) to (21b). Note that the first occurrence of the variable x in
(21a) which translates the pronoun his in (18) is bound by the universal quantifier
after the conversion, as desired. This does not count as an invalid ?-conversion.
The relevant occurrence of x is not free in the semantic sense: abstracting over all

assignments to this variable by means of the 8-operator more or less amounts to
the same thing as directly abstracting over it by means of the ?-operator.

(21)

a ?w?p [?T›Q [4T(8?PQy [voter´(y,x) v 4P(y)])]

(8?V [?p´ [p´ v p´ = œx [politician´(x) 6 4V(8?w [know´(x,w)])]](p)])(w)]
b ?w?p [›Q [p v p = œx [politician´(x) 6 Qy [voter´(y,x) v know´(x,y)]]](w)]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

By recasting Cresti=s (1995) proposals with respect to Scope Connectivity in
dynamic terms, there is at least the promise that the whole gamut of Connectivity
effects can be uniformly accounted for in strictly semantic terms. As was already
mentioned in section 5.1.1, I believe that such a semantic approach to
Connectivity is conceptually far more attractive than any alternative approach
which relies on a strictly syntactic notion of >reconstruction=. This belief is
grounded in the observation that the dynamic SemR approach calls upon notions
and operations (most notably, type-lifting, abstraction over assignments, and ?-
conversion) the application of which is certainly not confined to cases involving
Connectivity only. This is far more than what can be said of the operations
required for syntactic reconstruction (lowering, or Copy-and-Delete). Apart from
being conceptually advantageous, it may also be profitable from an empirical point
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of view to opt for a dynamic SemR approach to Connectivity, rather than a
syntactic approach. The next section will conclude with a comparison of the
empirical merits of a semantic account of Connectivity vis à vis a syntactic one.

5.2.3 A Dynamic Semantic versus Syntactic Account of Connectivity

A first observation that has some relevance when comparing a dynamic semantic
approach to Connectivity with a syntactic one concerns the following. There are
languages such as Dutch and French in which the wh-determiner corresponding
to how many in English can be separated from the head noun, which then appears
in a partitive form, before Spell-Out. Let us refer to this type of determiner-split
as COMBIEN-extraction. Interestingly, the structures COMBIEN-extraction
generates display the same cluster of properties that holds of the LF structures
postulated by Cresti in which the higher-order index V is stranded under the scope
of a modal. That is, COMBIEN-extraction necessarily gives rise to a de dicto-
reading of modal interrogatives. This property is illustrated in (22) for Dutch.

(22) Hoeveel moet Jan van die boeken lezen? (*De Re,TDe Dicto)
How many should Jan of those books read

a DR: *For what number N, there are N many of those books that John should read?
b DD: For what number N, John should read N many of those books?

Prima facie, it would seem that COMBIEN-extraction directly supports a
syntactic approach to Scope Connectivity. The argument follows a familiar
pattern, even though it is rarely fully articulated. Suppose languages may not differ
at LF in the sense that if a certain reading represented as f  in some formal
language is realized through an LF phrase-marker ? in a given language L, then
all languages L´ realize that reading f  through ? at LF. We will refer to this
assumption as the Full Correspondence Hypothesis. Given this hypothesis, it is
surely desirable to pursue a syntactic approach to Scope Connectivity. For then,
the de dicto reading of How many books should John read? (cf. 1 above) would
be represented at LF in a way similar to what is suggested by examples such as
(22): the NumP [eQ articles] appears at LF in a position where it is c-commanded
by the modal. Thus, on this perspective, (23a) counts as a plausible LF-
representation of the de dicto reading of (1), but not Cresti=s (16), repeated here
as (23b).

(23)
a [CP [DP how many]Q C0 [IP [eQ]Q´ [IP John should [AgrOP [NumP eQ´ books]y [VP read

ey]]]]]
b [CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ books]]V C0 [IP [eV]V´ [IP John should [AgrOP [eV´]x read
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ex]]]]]

But how strong is the Full Correspondence Hypothesis? A typical argument
in favour of it is based on considerations pertaining to learnability. It seems
reasonable to assume that the primary data relevant for the acquisition of full
semantic competence, such as entailment relations, are too remote and abstract to
be directly accessible to the language learner (but cf. Hornstein 1995). Thus,
semantic competence (including purely interpretive procedures by means of which
surface strings are related to semantic objects) must be innate. Even assuming this
hypothesis concerning the accessibility of semantic data to be correct, this does
not entail that the LF structures that provide the input to model-theoretic
interpretation, and the mechanisms that produce them, should be invariant across
different languages, as required by the Full Correspondence Hypothesis. For two
distinct LF-phrase-markers ? and ?´ may very well produce the same semantic
object: (23a) just as much uniquely determines a de dicto reading of (1) as (23b).
Moreover, an analysis of the de dicto reading of (1) along the lines of (23b)
certainly does not burden the language learner more than an alternative analysis
along the lines of (23a). ?-conversion (or anything that amounts to this) is so
much an integral and indispensable part of formal semantics that it is simply
inconceivable that a language learner should master this on the basis of sensory
input. Therefore, I conclude that the phenomenon of COMBIEN-extraction in
itself does not directly favour a syntactic account of Scope Connectivity.

Secondly, it might seem that an approach to Binding Connectivity that
employs a strictly syntactic notion of reconstruction stands a much better chance
in providing a uniform explanation for the anaphoric dependency observed in (18)
above and (25) below than a dynamic SemR approach. For what subconstituent
of the wh-phrase in (25) has an interpretation in the right semantic type (the type
of a dynamic generalized quantifier, i.e. ++s,+e,cc,,,cc,) which can be converted
inside the scope of John? Let us make a suggestion. Suppose that all NP-
complements of determiners are interpreted as dynamic existential quantifiers, i.e.

?P›x [€ NP´(x) v 4Px)]. In the normal case, when they combine with a determiner
to form a dynamic generalized quantifier, their meaning is first type-shifted into

a CCP by means of the !-operator, where !V =def V(8?x [€ x = x]).4 This is
subsequently type-shifted into a dynamic property (type +s,+e,cc,,) by means of
Existential Disclosure (ED). This dynamic property can then be combined in the
ordinary fashion with a determiner to yield a dynamic generalized quantifier. On
this proposal, we build up the dynamic generalized quantifier corresponding to
every man as indicated in (24).
                    
4 θ h is ty pe - sh ifting  d e vice  h as be e n take n ov e r from  Ch ie rch ia (    5).
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(24)

a EveryD(8?x [!?P›x [€ man´(x) v 4P(x)]])

b EveryD(8?x [?P›x [€ man´(x) v 4P(x)](8?x [€ x = x])]) (def. of !)

c EveryD(8?x›x [€ man´(x) v € x = x]) (?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

d EveryD(8?x›x [€ man´(x)]) (elementary logic)

e EveryD(8?x [€ man´(x)]) (def. of ED; cf. 3.32)

In a similar fashion, we might also analyze the meaning of the NP-complement of
a wh-determiner as a dynamic existential quantifier. But then, there is a
subconstituent of the right semantic type (i.e. ++s,+e,cc,,,cc,) inside the wh-phrase
in (25a) which can be converted inside the scope of John. Thus, (25) can be
analyzed on a par with (18) above, as illustrated in (25a-b) where the former can
be compositionally translated into the latter.5 It can be shown that the set of CCPs
corresponding to (25b) can be represented as in (25c) (that is 25b(w) = 25c; cf.
I in the Appendix to this chapter), which correctly captures the intended
interpretation of (25).

(25) Which picture of hisx mother does Johnx like?
a [CP [DP whichy [NP picture of hisx mother]y]V does [IP [eV]V´ [IP Johnx [AgrOP [eV´]V´´ [VP

like eV´´]]]]]

b ?w??  [?T [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y [4T(8?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z
[mother´(z,x)]) v 4P(y)])])(w)]

                    
5 Cf. II in th e  Appe nd ix  to Ch apte r 3 for th e  g e ne ral proce d ure . Note  th at, on a par with  (   ), th e  basic

 translation of like  ( ty pe : +e ,+e ,cc,,) sh ould  be  ty pe - lifte d  into ?V?x  [4V( 8?y  [€ like (́ x ,y )´)´ wh ic
h  is of ty pe  ++s,++s,+e ,cc,,,cc,,,+e ,cc,,.  urth e rm ore , we  assu m e  th at wh - d e te rm ine rs wh ose  N - com
ple m e nt will be  >re constructe d = th rou g h  ?- conv e rsion d e note  f u nctions wh ich  take  th e  d y nam ic pro

pe rty  8?x  [€ th ing (́ x )́  as th e ir first arg u m e nt. In th is way , we  e nsure  th at th e  m e aning  of th e se  wh
- d e te rm ine rs too can be  f ix e d  th rou g h  th e  g e ne ral sch e m e  in Ch apte r 2 wh ich  d e fine s Dy nam ic Q ua
ntificational De te rm ine rs, as re quire d  by  th e  approach  to d y nam ic qu e stions outline d  in II in th e  App
e nd ix  to Ch apte r 3.
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(8?V [?? ´?p [•4? ´ v •4? ´ = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [4V(8?w [€ like´ (x,w)])])(p)](? )])]

c ?? ›y [thingw(y) v •4? (w) v •4?  = ?w´ [picturew´(y,?z [motherw´(z,john)]) v
likew´(john,y)]]

Therefore, if we accept the general claim that NP-complements of determiners
denote dynamic existential quantifiers, cases such as (25) are amenable to a
dynamic SemR approach as well.

Finally, in addition to being capable of accounting for the same array of facts
as a syntactic approach, the dynamic SemR account can handle certain cases of
Connectivity that arguably fall outside the scope of syntax proper. In general,
syntactic reconstruction (effected either through lowering or Copy-and-Delete)
can restore the proper c-command relations only in those cases where the phrase
a which contains the anaphor has been extracted across a c-commanding
antecedent. For only in those cases will the antecedent c-command the anaphor
after the relevant subconstituent of a has been >reconstructed= in the position of
the trace/copy. Consider in this light the well-known fact that Connectivity effects
can also be detected in pseudo-cleft constructions, as shown in (26).

(26)
a What every Englishman likes is a picture of Diana (Tœ  > › )
b What every Englishmani likes is a picture of hisi mother

It seems hard to construct an analysis according to which the post-copular
constituent in pseudo-cleft constructions is base-generated in a position c-
commanded by the subject of the free relative. But even if such a syntactic analysis
could be provided, one wonders whether it can be motivated other than in terms
of the phenomenon it is designed to account for.6 However, on a dynamic SemR
approach to Connectivity coupled with the further assumption that the pre-copular
constituent in pseudo-cleft constructions denotes a function which takes the
meaning of the post-copular constituent as its argument, we already have all the
tools at our disposal to account for the Connectivity effects in (26). Consider for

                    
6 One might argue that NPI licensing in pseudo-cleft constructions, as in What nobody saw is
anything interesting, provides independent motivation for an analysis according to which the post-
copular constituent is base-generated in a position which is c-commanded by the subject of the free
relative. However, it is quite clear that the correct analysis of these constructions does not require
reconstruction. Otherwise, the ill-formedness of for example *Which book about anything
interesting did no one read? would remain unaccounted for. How could one prevent reconstruction
of the relevant subconstituent of the wh-phrase at LF into a position where the NPI would be properly
c-commanded by its trigger no one? In section 5.7, we will briefly return to the issue of NPI licensing
in pseudo-cleft constructions.
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example (26b). This construction can be analyzed on a par with (18) above, as
shown in (27). After >dynamic= ?-conversion, the variable into which his is
translated is appropriately bound by the Generalized Quantifier corresponding to
every Englishman.

(27)
a [CP whatV [AgrSP every Englishmanx likes eV]] is a picture of hisx mother

b ?Vœx [englishman´(x) 6 4V(8?w [likes´(x,w)])]

(8?P›y [picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v 4P(y)])
c œx [englishman´(x) 6 ›y [picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v likes´(x,y)]]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

To conclude, we have seen that by generalizing Cresti=s (1995) approach in
such a way that it incorporates the device of abstraction over assignment
functions, we can go a long way in providing a uniform account of various cases
of Connectivity, including those that are quite probably intractable on a strictly
syntactic approach to Connectivity. Even with respect to those cases where a
syntactic analysis would be conceivable, a semantic account is still conceptually
more attractive as it only invokes operations that (in some form or another) must
be assumed to be part of our semantic apparatus in any event. Given the data
discussed thus far then, it is tempting to construct an argument in favour of
Dynamic Semantics which closely mirrors a line of reasoning pursued by Chierchia
(1995) in his analysis of Connectivity effects in left-adjoined if/when-clauses and
preposed PP-adjuncts (cf. also section 5.1.1). Suppose that it is indeed the case
that the facts discussed up to this point call for a semantic analysis that requires
abstraction over assignments. Suppose furthermore, as seems to be the case, that
Dynamic Semantics distinguishes itself from other semantic frameworks in that it
makes essential use of abstraction over assignments. That is, alternative semantic
systems which have incorporated such a device might well do without it as it is not
needed to get such a system to work. On these assumptions, it follows that the
facts discussed in this section directly support Dynamic Semantics. In the next
section, we will investigate Connectivity in wh-interrogatives more closely to see
whether the first assumption is actually tenable.

5.3 Connectivity in Wh-Interrogatives and Weak Islands: an Apparent
Paradox

In the preceding discussion, it was tacitly assumed that Scope and Binding
Connectivity obey the same restrictions. This assumption follows directly from the
logic of the approach developed in section 5.2: if a can be ?-converted inside the
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scope of ß, then any variable contained in a can be bound by ß through ?-
conversion, and vice versa. However, we will see in this section that this
assumption can be challenged. This challenge therefore poses a threat to a
dynamic SemR approach to Connectivity. More specifically, we will argue that the
different restrictions which govern Scope and Binding Connectivity undermine the
viability of a dynamic SemR account of the latter type of Connectivity. This
argument will corroborate Claim I in section 5.1.1, repeated below:

Claim I Assuming a semantic approach to Weak Islands, it follows that
reconstruction through semantic (or, for that matter, syntactic) means
is blocked in all Weak Island contexts.

This section will be organized as follows. In the next subsection, we will see
that de dicto readings of how many-interrogatives are sensitive to Weak Islands.
We will then argue that on the basis of a SemR approach to Scope Connectivity,
this restriction on de dicto readings immediately falls out from Szabolcsi &
Zwarts=s (1993) algebraic theory of Weak Islands. Section 5.3.2 is reserved for
discussion of some issues that were left open in our discussion of Weak Island
effects on Scope Connectivity. Finally, in section 5.3.3, we will show that Binding
Connectivity is not sensitive to Weak Islands to the same extent that Scope
Connectivity is. In view of this contrast, a dynamic SemR approach to Binding
Connectivity (or, for that matter, any approach that uses the concept of
reconstruction in one way or another) must be rejected.

5.3.1 Scope Connectivity and Weak Islands

Cresti (1995) observes that how many-interrogatives can no longer receive a de
dicto-reading in case the wh-phrase has been extracted across a Weak Island (WI).
(28) below presents some representative examples.

(28)
a How many books should no one read? (TDe Re,*De Dicto)

DR: For what number N, there are N many books that no one should read?
DD: *For what number N, no one should read N many books?

b How many books did you wonder whether John should read? (TDR,*DD)
c How many books did you regret that John should read? (TDR,*DD)

What accounts for this restriction? In the context of Cresti=s analysis of Scope
Connectivity, we might rephrase this question with respect to (28a) for example
as follows: Why is it impossible to strand the higher-order index V in SpecAgrOP
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in case the how many-phrase has crossed a WI (cf. 29b), whereas stranding V in
IP (= AgrSP)-adjoined position in the same environment is allowed (cf. 29a)?

(29)
a [CP [DP howQ [NumP eQ many books]]V C0 [AgrSP [eV]y´ [AgrSP no student should [AgrOP

[ey´]y [VP read ey]]]]]
b *[CP [DP howQ [NumP eQ many books]]V C0 [AgrSP [eV]V´ [AgrSP no student should [AgrOP

[eV´]y [VP read ey]]]]]

Cresti argues that this contrast can be captured by a general ban on ?-
abstracting over variables which are not of type e in the domain of a WI.7

Although this restriction on the type of variable which can be abstracted over in
the domain of a WI seems highly compatible with Szabolcsi & Zwarts=s (1993)
(henceforth: Sz&Z) approach as discussed in Chapter 1, it should not be identified
with it. First of all, note that Sz&Z predict that is is possible to abstract over a
higher-order type variable X in the domain of a WI if X ranges over a Boolean
domain. Moreover, Sz&Z also predict that it is impossible to abstract over a first-
order variable x of type e in the domain of a WI if x ranges over elements of a join
semilattice (such as plural individuals). In the following, I will show that the
contrast in (29) can be derived in a way which is consistent with Sz&Z=s account
of WIs. Observe first that the LF representations in (29) can be compositionally
translated into the abstract logical representations in (30a) and (31a) respectively,
where those parameters have been suppressed that are irrelevant to the matter at
hand. (The * in 31 and similar examples indicates that the corresponding logical
representation does not express a coherent meaning, for reasons that will be
uncovered shortly.)

(30)
a ?T [How many´(?Q [T(Q(book´))])]

(?V [V(?y [No one´(?x [should´(read´(y)(x))])])])
b How many´(?Q [Q(book´)(?y [Nox: person´(x) (should´(read´(x,y)))])])

(?-conversion)

                    
7 As Cresti notes, this restriction is very much in the spirit of Frampton (1990).

(31)
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a *?T [How many´(?Q [T(Q(book´))])]
(?V [No one´(?x [should´(V(?y [read´(y)(x)]))])])

b *How many´(?Q [Nox: person´(x) (should´(Q(book´)(?y [read´(x,y)])))])
(?-conversion)

The logical representation in (30b) can be distinguished from the one in (31b) with
respect to the type of variable which is abstracted over >across= the expression
which induces the WI. In (30b), we abstract over the individual-type variable y
>across= the negative quantifier denoted by no one, whereas in (31b) we abstract
over the determiner-type variable Q >across= the same expression. Therefore, the
contrast between (30b) and (31b) would be accounted for by Sz&Z if this theory
can be construed in such a way that it allows for the first type of abstraction, but
prevents the latter.

To facilitate the discussion in this section as well as the next ones, I will
represent Sz&Z=s theory of WIs in terms of the filter in (32) below. It should be
stressed though that it can be argued that the generalization embodied in this filter
has the status of a theorem, given the semantics of the expressions that induce WI
effects. As discussed in Chapter 1 (and partly in Chapter 4), Sz&Z defend the
position that the semantics of these expressions should be explicated in terms of
Boolean operations (viz. join, meet, or complement) some of which cannot be
executed in the non-Boolean algebras Sz&Z associate with WI sensitive
expressions. We will return to these matters in section 5.3.2 below.

(32) *?X [ ... [WI ... X ... ] ... ], where X ranges over a structured domain that is not
Boolean (i.e. not closed under join, meet ànd complement).

The filter above immediately captures the relevant contrast between (30b) and
(31b). To see that, recall first that we already observed in section 5.2.1 that
possible answers to how many-questions involve cardinal determiner meanings.
Cardinal determiner meanings are meanings expressed by (possibly complex)
numerals such as three, exactly five, at least fifteen, between ten and thirty etc.
and so on. Now assume, as seems reasonable, that possible answers to how many-
questions cannot involve degenerate numerals such as less than five but more than
ten. These numerals are called degenerate because their denotation cannot be true
of any property. Given this assumption, it can be easily shown that the resulting
set of cardinal determiner meanings CD - {i} is closed under join, but not under
either meet or complement. That is, CD - {i} constitutes a (proper) join
semilattice. For instance, the set of properties that are in the denotation of exactly
five and exactly six is i, and the complement of the set of all properties V(D),
denoted by the complex numeral at least zero, is again i. The above observation
concerning the non-Boolean structure CD - {i} now follows. If correct, the filter
in (32) successfully applies to weed out (31b). Consequently, the LF
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representation in (29b) will be ruled out as well. Observe finally that a similar
reasoning will also exclude a de dicto reading for (28b) and (28c) above, as
desired.

5.3.2 Some Outstanding Issues

Before we will discuss whether Binding Connectivity is conditioned by WIs to the
same extent as Scope Connectivity, we should first address a number of issues that
are raised by the analysis presented in the previous subsection. These issues are:

(33)
a The derivative status of (32) within Sz&Z=s overall account of WIs;
b The mutual dependence of Scope Connectivity effects and different readings of how

many-phrases;
c The possibility of a dynamic account of the sensitivity of Scope Connectivity to

WIs;
d COMBIEN-extraction and the possibility of combining a syntactic approach to

Scope Connectivity with Sz&Z=s theory of WIs.

In the following, we will discuss these issues in turn.

Ad (33a): The derivative status of (32) within the overall theory espoused by
Sz&Z can be illustrated in the present context as follows. Consider again the
(semantically) ill-formed logical representation in (31b). Here, the higher-order
quantifier over cardinal determiners how many´ scopes over the negative
quantifier Nox: person´(x). This means that we must perform the Boolean
operations associated with Nox: person´(x) (most notably complement) in the
denotation domain of the higher-order quantifier. As this denotation domain
constitutes a (proper) join semilattice, as argued above, complement is not
available here. Hence the ill-formedness of (31b). In (30b), on the other hand, the
first-order quantifier Q(book´) scopes over the negative quantifier Nox:
person´(x). Therefore, the Boolean operations associated with Nox: person´(x)
need to be performed in the denotation domain of this first-order quantifier. Given
that all Boolean operations are defined on sets of atomic individuals (i.e. V(ATD)
is a Boolean algebra, where ATD is the set of all atomic individuals in D), there
will be a proper question meaning corresponding to the logical representation in
(30b), as desired.

Ad (33b): We may recall from Chapter 4 that Sz&Z argue that how many-
interrogatives can at times receive an interpretation on which the wh-phrase
appears to range over the natural numbers ù = {0,1,2, ...}, rather than the cardinal
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determiner meanings we have focused on thus far. If correct, it would mean that
universal, distributive Q-NPs (i.e. those Q-NPs that are semantically associated
with meet) are no longer predicted to block de dicto readings in each and every
case, even when they are construed as having narrow scope with respect to the
relevant how many-phrase. This follows since ù has the structure of a chain or
lattice, rather than that of a (proper) join semilattice. We know from Chapter 1
that a lattice is a structure which is closed under join ànd meet, but not under
complements. Now, there are facts that seem to indicate that (narrow scope)
universal, distributive Q-NPs do not always block de dicto readings of how many-
interrogatives. Suppose that Team A, a team consisting of four students in
mathematics, participates in a quiz, where each team that participates in the quiz
will qualify for the next round if every student in such a team solves at least ten
equations. Moreover, a second year student must solve at least fifteen equations,
a third year student at least twenty, and a fourth year student at least twenty-five.
Being unaware of the rules of the game, I may naturally ask:

(34) How many equations should every student solve for Team A to qualify for the next
round?

Given the context just sketched, we are obviously interested in a de dicto reading
of (34), rather than a de re reading. Moreover, as it is perfectly well possible to
give a so-called single constituent answer to (34) (in the case at hand, the true
answer would be Ten), it seems that a de dicto reading of this interrogative is
compatible with a narrow scope construal of the universal, distributive Q-NP
every student. Thus, if how many-phrases can only range over cardinal determiner
meanings, the latter observation could not be accounted for. Finally, a single
constituent answer to (34) must be maximal in the sense that in the situation
presently under consideration, a true answer such as At least five would be
deemed inappropriate. In other words, the answer must be (At least) ten. These
three properties of (34) indicate that we must allow for the possibility that, in
addition to cardinal determiner meanings, how many-phrases may also range over
natural numbers. For if how many equations in (34) ranges over ù, then by
assigning narrow scope to every student, we just need to perform meet in ù. This
is unproblematic since the meet of any arbitrary pair of natural numbers is
garantueed to be a member of this set. Observe finally that given that the meet of
any pair of natural numbers n and n´ is the greatest lower bound of n and n´, the
maximality effect noted above is automatically accounted for. That is, even though
5 is a lower bound of {10,15,20,25}, it is not the greatest lower bound of that set.
Of course, the greatest lower bound of {10,15,20,25} is 10.

Ad (33c): Our findings with respect to (34), if correct, render an alternative,
dynamic account of the WI effects on de dicto readings infeasible. We already
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observed in section 4.4 in the preceding chapter that the dynamic theory which we
developed in Chapter 3 to account for the Intervention Generalization cannot
possibly cope with a situation where different expressions (or expressions under
different interpretations) turn out to be sensitive to different interveners. But even
if our observations with respect to (34) could be catered for in some other way,
the question still remains whether a how many-interrogative on a de dicto reading
could be analyzed as a Split Construction in the sense of Chapter 3. It seems that
the answer to this question must be negative. There is no context in which the
restriction of a how many-phrase, the (static) meaning of which we may represent
as ?Q?P [Qx [N´(x) v P(x)]], can independently assume existential force, unlike
what is the case with a What For-phrase for example. That is, assuming that books
provides the restriction on the wh-determiner in the wh-phrase how many books,
there is no sentence in which the contribution to meaning provided by books may
be represented as ?P›Q [Qx [book´(x) v P(x)]]. For instance, John read books
certainly does not mean the same as ›Q [Qx [book´(x) v read´(john,x)]], for the
latter is true no matter what is the case. To reiterate a point that was already made
in Chapter 4, this should not be taken to mean that a dynamic theory of
intervention has therefore been invalidated.

Ad (33d): Finally, it should be pointed out that the intervention effects on de dicto
readings can also be derived from Sz&Z=s theory if we would have assumed a
syntactic account of Scope Connectivity instead. As was already discussed in the
Introduction, on a syntactic approach to Scope Connectivity, we would
reconstruct (either through lowering, or copy-and-delete) the relevant NumP into
one of the intermediate trace positions associated with the how many-phrase (say,
SpecAgrOP) which is c-commanded by the modal. Applying this procedure to
(28a) for example, we would obtain the LF representation in (35a). This LF will
then be excluded on the same grounds on which we excluded earlier the Cresti-
type LF in (29b). Thus, (35a) will be compositionally translated into the logical
representation in (35b), where we abstract over a determiner-type variable Q
which is contained in the WI induced by the negative quantifier. But again, the
filter in (32) prevents this type of abstraction.

(35)
a *[CP [DP how many]Q C0 [AgrSP [eQ]Q´ [AgrSP no one should [AgrOP [NumP eQ´ books]y [VP

read ey]]]]]
b *how many´(?Q [Nox: person´(x) (should(Q(book´)(?y [read´(x,y)])))])

(. 31b)

There are good reasons to believe that the kind of discontinuous relationship
displayed in the LF in (35a) should be ruled out on independent grounds. Recall
that we observed in section 5.2.3 that in languages such as Dutch and French, the
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wh-determiner how many can be separated from its restriction in overt syntax by
a process referred to as COMBIEN-extraction. Interestingly, as has already been
observed by various scholars (cf. Obenauer 1984/85, de Swart 1992 and
Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, among others), COMBIEN-extraction is blocked by WIs.
This is illustrated for Dutch in (36) below.

(36) *Hoeveel hoeft niemand van die boeken te lezen?
How many should no one of those books to read
AHow many of those books should no one read?@

Of course, the WI sensitivity of COMBIEN-extraction can be accounted for in
exactly the same fashion in which we derived earlier the WI sensitivity of de dicto
readings.8 We therefore established that an analysis of the WI sensitivity of these
                    
8 de Swart (1992) claims that a narrow scope universal, distributive Q-NP also blocks COMBIEN-
extraction, similar to what is the case with What For-split (cf. Chapter 3). This claim is corroborated
by the observation that floating quantifiers in French cannot cooccur with COMBIEN-extraction, a
point forcefully made by Deprez (1994). As illustrated by the ill-formedness of (i), the same
observation can also be made with respect to Dutch.
(i) *Hoeveel hebben die drie studenten elk van die boeken gelezen?

AHow many of those books did those three students each read?@
This point is of some interest as it seems to suggest that for some, as of yet unclear reason, the wh-
determiner how many cannot range over the natural numbers when it has been overtly separated from
its restriction.
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readings along the lines of Sz&Z does not in itself favour a SemR approach to
Scope Connectivity as it is also directly compatible with a syntactic account of this
phenomenon. With this, we conclude our discussion of some of the issues that
arise given the way in which we applied Sz&Z=s analysis in section 5.3.1 to derive
the WI effects on Scope Connectivity.

5.3.3 Binding Connectivity and Weak Islands: Paradox?

In the previous sections, we saw that given Sz&Z=s theory of WIs, it is to be
expected that (syntactic or semantic) reconstruction for the purpose of scope
assignment is sensitive to WIs. Note that this prediction is not necessarily
contingent on the specifics of Sz&Z=s analysis if it is agreed that WIs are semantic
in nature. From the point of view of a semantic theory of WIs, the unavailability
of a de dicto reading of (37a) below for example (= 28a), assuming an analysis
that uses some notion of reconstruction, poses exactly the same problem as the
impossibility of subextracting hoeveel in contexts such as (36). However, from the
point of view of a syntactic theory of WIs, it is less obvious that (37a) and (36)
should be treated on a par. We have thus established Claim I in the Introduction
to this chapter:

Claim I Assuming a semantic approach to Weak Islands, it follows that
reconstruction through semantic (or, for that matter, syntactic) means
is blocked in all Weak Island contexts.

In fact, one might argue that the fact that de dicto readings of how many-
interrogatives are sensitive to WIs strongly supports an analysis of Scope
Connectivity which assumes either syntactic or semantic reconstruction (where the
latter type of reconstruction is to be preferred on conceptual grounds).

In section 5.2, we observed that by recasting Cresti=s (1995) proposals within
the framework of Dynamic Semantics, her approach to Scope Connectivity can
be easily carried over to account for Binding Connectivity as well. If this is indeed
the right way to go, one would predict that the latter type of Connectivity exhibits
the same sensitivity to WIs as the former type: if a can be ?-converted inside the
scope of ß, then any variable comtained in a can be bound by ß through ?-
conversion, and vice versa. However, facts such as (37b) below clearly show that
Binding Connectivity is not conditioned by WIs to the same extent that Scope
Connectivity is.

(37)
a How many books should no one read? (TDe Dicto,*De Dicto)

DR: For what number N, there are N many books that no one should read?
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DD: *For what number N, no one should read N many books?
b How many of hisx books did no politicianx read?

The well-formedness of the anaphoric dependency in (37b) thus sharply
contrasts with the unavailability of a de dicto reading of (37a). This contrast
therefore suggests that the anaphoric dependency in (37b) cannot be accounted
for through syntactic or semantic reconstruction. For suppose first that this type
of Binding Connectivity can be analyzed on a par with (18) above, i.e. through
abstraction over assignment functions and ?-conversion. We are thus led to assign
(37b) the Cresti-type LF in (38a), which can be compositionally translated into the
abstract logical representation in (38b). Here, we abstract over the determiner-
type variable Q within the domain of the negative quantifier denoted by no
politician. But the filter in (32) precludes just that, as was already extensively
discussed in the preceding sections (cf. 31b above). (The * in 38a as well as
similar representations indicates that the relevant LF does not constitute a possible
analysis of the corresponding sentence.)9

(38)
a *[CP [DP how manyQ [NumP eQ of hisx books]]V did [AgrSP [eV]V´ [AgrSP no politicianx

[AgrOP [eV´]V´´ [VP read eV´´]]]]] (. 17a)

b *How many´(8?Q [Nox: politician´(x) (Q(of x=s book´)(8?y [read´(x,y)]))])

We may note in passing that a syntactic reconstruction approach to (37b) instead
won=t do us much good either. For example, by reconstructing the NumP of his
books into SpecAgrOP (through lowering or copy-and-delete), we obtain the LF
representation in (39a). But (39a) just as much determines the >illegitimate= logical
representation in (38b) as (38a). Again, there is independent evidence from
languages in which the wh-determiner how many can be separated overtly from its
restriction which clearly shows that the type of discontinuous relationship
represented in (39a) should be banned. As can be gleaned from (39b), the French
variant of (37b) in which combien (Ahow many@) has been subextracted across the
negative quantifier is ungrammatical. The source of its ungrammaticality should
be familiar by now: the filter in (32) prevents abstraction over the gap associated
with combien.

(39)
a *[CP [DP how many]Q did [AgrSP [eQ]Q´ [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [NumP eQ´ of hisx

books]y [VP read ey]]]]]

                    
9 Evidently, the additional presence of the bound variable x in Q(of x=s book´) is immaterial from the
perspective of Sz&Z=s theory of WIs.
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b *Combien aucun auteuri n=a-t-il lu de sesi propres livres
Combien any authornot-has-cl3ms read of his own books
AHow many of his books did no politician read?@

A similar point can be made with respect to other types of wh-interrogatives.
Consider for instance the well-formed anaphoric dependency in (40) below.
Assume that this type of binding can be analyzed on a par with the one evidenced
in (25) above, i.e. (again) through abstraction over assignments and ?-conversion.
As was already noted in connection with the latter example, such an analysis
becomes feasible once we assume that NP-complements of wh-determiners denote
(restricted) dynamic existential quantifiers. This assumption entails that we must
apply Existential Disclosure (ED) to these NP-complements in all cases. If we
would not do that, NP-complements of wh-determiners could not be interpreted
as a restriction on the variable quantified over by the wh-determiner.

(40) Which book about hisx private life did no politicianx read?
According to the present assumptions then, (40) is to be assigned the LF
representation in (41a), which should be compared with (25a) above. In line with
the analysis presented there, (41a) can be compositionally translated into the
dynamic logical representation in (41b-c). By applying the definition of ED, (41c)
can be reduced to (41d). But note now that in the latter logical representation, the
underlined occurrence of the variable y is free. This is due to the inaccessible
domain for dynamic anaphora created by the externally static quantifier denoted
by no politician. Consequently, the reading expressed by (41d) will violate
Chierchia=s (1995) Contentfulness Presupposition. Recall from Chapters 3 and 4
that this principle states that it is in general presupposed that the set of individuals
quantified over by a wh-operator contains more than one individual. We thus see
that an analysis of (40) which relies on dynamic SemR is excluded on account of
the same principle which rules out What For-split across WIs.

(41)
a *[CP [DP whichy [NP book about hisx private life]y]V did [AgrSP [eV]V´ [AgrSP no

politicianx [AgrOP [eV´]V´´ [VP read eV´´]]]]] (. 25a)

b ?w??  [?T [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y [4T(8?P›y [€ book´(y) v € about´(y,?z
[private-life´(z,x)]) v 4P(y)])])(w)]

(8?V [?? ´?p [•4? ´ v •4? ´ = NoD(8?x [€ politician´(x)])(8?x [4V(8?w [€ read´
(x,w)])])(p)](? )])] ]

c ?w??  [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y?p [•4?  v •4?  = 5›x [politician´(x) v ›y
[book´(y) v about´(y,?z [private-life´(z,x)]) v read´(x,y)]] v 4p])(w)]
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d ?w??  [•WHD(8€ thing´)(8?y´?p [•4?  v •4?  = 5›x [politician´(x) v ›y [book´(y)
v about´(y,?z [private-life´(z,x)]) v read´(x,y)]] v y = y´ v 4p])(w)]

(def. of ED)

The link with our dynamic account of the WI sensitivity of What For-split 
presented in Chapter 3 becomes even more evident when we turn to an alternative
analysis of (40) which relies on syntactic reconstruction instead. Suppose then for
the sake of the argument that we reconstruct (through lowering or copy-and-
delete) the NP book about his private life into SpecAgrOP. This yields the LF in
(42a) below. From a formal point of view, this LF is indistinguishable from the
What For-split construction in (42b). As will be recalled from Chapter 3, the ill-
formedness of the latter construction follows from the fact that in general, any
attempt to disclose an indefinite which is contained in an inaccessible domain for
dynamic anaphora will result in a violation of the Contentfulness Presupposition.
But then, by parity of reasoning, (42a) should be excluded as well.

(42)
a *[CP [DP which]y did [AgrSP [ey]y´ [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [NP book about hisx private

life]y´ [VP read ey´]]]]]

b *Wat heeft geen politicus voor een boek over zijn privéleven gelezen?
AWhat kind of book about his private life did no politician read?@

To sum up, we have seen in this section that we must impose conflicting
requirements on (syntactic or semantic) reconstruction. For the purpose of scope
assignment, it must be assumed to be sensitive to WIs. For the purpose of
anaphora resolution, however, reconstruction must be assumed at least to be less
sensitive to WIs. We showed that it is the first assumption with respect to
reconstruction which is entailed by a semantic theory of WIs, whether it be an
algebraic one of the sort developed by Sz&Z or a dynamic one as advanced in
Chapter 3. We must therefore conclude that the unified account of Connectivity
in terms of ?-conversion and abstraction over assignment functions which we
worked out in the preceding section is untenable. This leaves us with essentially
two questions, one empirical and one theoretical. Firstly, what is the proper
account of Binding Connectivity both in wh-interrogatives, which we have
primarily focused on thus far, as well as in other types of constructions, such as
relatives, (pseudo) clefts and specificational copular constructions? This is
Question II stated in the Introduction to this Chapter:

Question II How can we accunt for Binding Connectivity in a way that does not
appeal to any notion of reconstruction?
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Secondly, even if the unified account of Connectivity in terms of ?-conversion and
abstraction over assignments would have been empirically viable, to what extent
would this have provided strong evidence in favour of Dynamic Semantics? It is
to answering these two questions that the rest of this chapter is dedicated.

5.4 Binding Connectivity in Wh-Interrogatives, Pseudo-Binding and
Quantification over Skolem Functions

How can we account for Binding Connectivity without reconstruction, if it is
assumed that bound variable anaphora must occur in the scope of their binders?
Restricting our attention first to Binding Connectivity in wh-sentences, we will
argue in this section that this question can be answered as follows:

Claim III Disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences can be resolved in situ through
quantification over (Skolem) functions.

Thus, what looks like binding in all relevant cases is actually not binding at all.
This voids the need for reconstruction, as desired. We will first show in section
5.4.1 that the problematic bound variable anaphora in examples such as (37b) and
(40) are licensed on one particular reading of the entire wh-interrogative, the so-
called functional reading. Simply by spelling out the semantics of this type of
reading, which requires quantifying over Skolem functions, we come to realize
that the pertinent anaphora are not bound by what initially appeared to be their
antecedents in the main clause. Our impression that there is such binding is
nothing more than an illusory effect of the relevant functional readings. We will
then in section 5.4.2 extend this functional approach to the remaining cases of
Binding Connectivity in wh-interrogatives, viz. those that involve bound variable
anaphora that are licensed by a so-called pair-list reading of the entire wh-
interrogative. If pair-list readings are nothing but a special case of functional
readings, as argued for especially by Chierchia (1993), then we need not expect
any significant problems in accounting for these cases through functional means
either.

5.4.1 Functional Readings and Pseudo-Binding

In our discussion of (37b) and (40) above, it was simply taken for granted that the
pronoun is bound by the subject Q-NP. This assessment of the facts almost
inevitably leads one to conclude that the bound variable anaphor must
>reconstruct= in one way or another into one of the extraction sites of the wh-
phrase. However, we never excluded the possibility that the bound variable
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anaphor is licensed under a reading for the wh-interrogative on which the wh-
phrase denotes a semantic object which can provide the anaphor with a local
binder. So, let us first discuss what the available readings are for wh-
interrogatives. Consider the wh-interrogative in (43).

(43) Which book did every politician read?
a single constituent reading: Machiavelli=s The Art of War.
b pair-list reading: Kok read Frankenstein, Bolkestein The Art of War, ...
c functional reading: The book he got on his last birthday

Following familiar practice, we have identified the different readings of (43)
on the basis of the different possible answers they determine. In Chapter 3, we
already discussed single constituent and pair-list readings of wh-interrogatives.
Now, one might raise the question to what extent functional answers signal a truly
independent reading of a wh-interrogative. For one might argue from a semantic
point of view that functional reading are nothing but a special subcase of pair-list
readings: the extension of a function is after all a list of ordered pairs. However,
both Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) and Engdahl (1986,1988) have emphatically
argued against such a reduction. Their main argument is based on the fact that it
predicts that whenever functional readings are allowed, pair-list readings are
allowed too. This prediction turns out to be incorrect, as (44) demonstrates.10

(44) Which book did no politician read?
a single constituent reading: Machiavelli=s The Art of War
b pair-list reading: (Tell me for no politician which book he read) ???
c functional reading: The book his lover wrote about him

Suppose we put a bound variable anaphor inside the wh-phrase in (44). Due
to the presence of such a bound variable anaphor, the interpretation of the wh-
phrase must vary with respect to the interpretation of the binder of that anaphor.
We therefore predict that a single constituent reading of the relevant wh-
interrogative is no longer available. This prediction is indeed borne out, as shown
by (45) (= 40 above) where the pronoun his should be construed non-deictically.

(45) Which book about his private life did no politician read?
a single constituent reading: *This book here11

                    
10 Note that this argument does not affect the possibility of reducing pair-list readings to functional
ones, as defended by Chierchia (1993). Cf. also section 5.4.2.

11 Several people have pointed out to me that this answer becomes possible if the book pointed to
contains a section on the private life of each politician. However, it is clear that in such a situation,
we are dealing with a functional answer (albeit a slightly perverted one), rather than a single
constituent answer. In this case, the answer specifies a function which happens to map each and every
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b pair-list reading: (Tell me for no politician which book about his private life he
read) ???

c functional reading: The book his lover wrote about him

The same pattern of judgements as observed in (43-45) obtains for how many-
interrogatives. For instance, a how many-interrogative in which the wh-phrase
>pied-pipes= a bound variable anaphor across a negative Q-NP in subject position
can also only receive a functional interpretation, as shown in (46) (= 37b above).

(46) How many of his books did no politician read?
a single constituent reading: *(The same) Twelve
b pair-list reading: (Tell me for no politician how many of his books he read) ???
c functional reading: Two of his early works

                                                     
politician to the same book. The same remarks apply mutatis mutandis to the judgement in (46a).

The reader will have noticed that the examples in (45) and (46) are the same
ones which we proved in the previous section to be intractable under a
reconstruction-based approach to Binding Connectivity. It is natural then to see
whether there are certain distinctive properties of the functional questions
expressed by (45) and (46) that would void the need for reconstruction. To this
end, consider first the LF representations of these wh-sentences in (47a) and (47b)
respectively. These representations accord with Chierchia=s (1993) proposal with
respect to the LF of functional readings. On Chierchia=s proposal, functional wh-
phrases leave behind a doubly indexed trace exf  where the subscript corresponds
to the functional variable f bound by the wh-phrase, and where the superscript
corresponds to the argument variable of f (henceforth: f-argument) which is bound
by the subject. Note that we have assumed in (47) that the functional trace is
stranded in SpecAgrOP. This is just for reasons of simplicity. Nothing crucial
hinges on the exact location of the functional trace, as long as it is in the c-
command domain of the subject Q-NP.

(47)
a [CP [DP which book about his private life]f did [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [exf]y [VP read

ey]]]] (cf. 45)
b [CP [DP how many of his books]f did [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [exf ]y [VP read ey]]]]

(cf. 46)
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These LFs can be compositionally mapped onto (48a) (paraphrased in 48a´) and
(48b) (paraphrased in 48b´) respectively, the (static and extensional) Karttunen-
style representations of the functional questions expressed by (45) and (46). In II
in the Appendix to this chapter, we have provided a sample derivation of (48a) on
the basis of the LF in (47a). A note of clarification: whereas f in (48a) is a function
from individuals to individuals (type +e,e,), f in (48b) is a function from individuals
to (cardinal) quantifiers (type +e,++e,t,,t,,).

(48)
a ?p› f [œz [bookw(f(z)) v aboutw(f(z),?v [private-lifew(v,z)])] v p(w) v p = ?w´œx

[politicianw´(x) 6 5readw´(x,f(x))]]
a´ For which f, f a function which maps every person into a book about that person=s

private life, no politician x read f(x)?
b ?p›f [œz [f(z)(?u [book-ofw(u,z)])] v p(w) v p = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 5f(x)(?y

[readw´(x,y)])]]
b´ For which f, f a function which maps every person into a number of books of that

person, no politician x read f(x)?

The representations in (48a) and (48b) give rise to a rather surprising
conclusion: >pied-piping= a bound variable anaphor across the Scope Islands in
(45) and (46) does not pose any problem for the Binding Theory. The bound
variable anaphor is simply not bound by the intervening subject Q-NP. If anything,
the subject Q-NP in constructions such as (45) and (46) binds the f-argument of
the functional trace left behind by wh-movement, as depicted in the LF
representations in (47). How come then that we do have the impression that in
sentences such as (45) and (46) the bound variable anaphor is referentially
dependent on the subject? According to the present analysis, this deception
originates from a conspiracy of two distinctive properties of the functional
questions expressed by these wh-interrogatives. First, the subject binds the f-
argument in the nuclear scope of the existential quantifier over Skolem functions
denoted by the wh-phrase. Second, the bound variable anaphor provides the f-
argument in the restrictive clause of the existential quantifier over Skolem
functions denoted by the wh-phrase. Thus, we can schematize over (48a) and
(48b) as follows:

(49) › f [Restrictive Clause œz [P(f(proz))] [Nuclear Scope Q-NPx (Q(f(x)))]

Hence our feeling that the subject actually binds the pronoun inside the wh-phrase,
whereas on our analysis it would be more appropriate to say that the pronoun is
bound internal to the wh-phrase. Assuming the usual c-command requirement on
bound variable anaphora (thus including our f-arguments), the two properties
combined allow us to dispense with the need for >reconstructing= his in (45-46)
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inside the scope of the negative Q-NP. This is a welcome result in view of the
paradoxical situation that arises when we want to pursue a (syntactic or semantic)
reconstruction approach to (45-46) instead.12

                    
12 Even though the main focus has been on pronominal anaphora, I should add that a functional
analysis can be easily extended to cases of Binding Connectivity involving reflexive anaphora. It
might be, though, that the characterization of binding as such would have to be reformulated if we
choose to analyze reflexive anaphora as Generalized Quantifiers, as proposed by Keenan (1987) and
Szabolcsi (1987). On that approach, the meaning of the reflexive himself for example would be
analyzed as ?R?x [R(x)(x)], where the latter denotes a Generalized Quantifier in the sense that it
maps sets of n+1-tuples into sets of n-tuples. Since this type of Generalized Quantifier is not a
bindable expression, binding should then not be thought of in terms of a particular syntactic relation
between two expressions, but rather in terms of a relation of covaluation holding between two or
more argument-slots. The same holds if we analyze pronouns in terms of identity functions, as argued
for by Jacobson (1994,1996,1997) (cf. also section 5.8). Obviously, such a conceptual shift affects
the theoretical vocabulary in terms of which the problem of Binding Connectivity will be phrased.
Apart from these general conceptual issues, however, the interest in disconnected anaphora remains
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Summing up, we have seen that an approach to Binding Connectivity which
relies on quantification over Skolem functions voids the need for reconstruction.
This solves the >paradox= noted in section 5.3.3. The key to the solution lies in the
fact that on a functional approach to (45) for example, the subject Q-NP no
politician turns out not to bind the pronoun his. Thus, what appears to be binding
is really just pseudo-binding. In the next section, we will find out whether the
remaining cases of Binding Connectivity in wh-interrogatives, i.e. those that
involve bound variable anaphora that are licensed on a pair-list construal of the
pertinent wh-sentence, can receive a similar treatment.

                                                     
the same on both views.

5.4.2 Pair-List Readings Reduce to Functional Readings

From a logical point of view, the extension of a function is a list of ordered pairs.
In view of this, one would like to develop a semantics for pair-list (PL) readings
that bears some resemblance to that of functional readings. Now, we already saw
in the preceding section that functional readings can not be viewed as a special
case of PL readings. However, the arguments that were adduced there in support
of this claim do not discredit the opposite view according to which PL readings
are actually a special case of functional readings. In fact, this is the position
defended by Chierchia (1993). If correct, we do not expect any serious obstacle
in extending the functional account to those cases of Binding Connectivity in
which the disconnected anaphor is licensed on a PL reading of the relevant wh-
interrogative.
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Apart from conceptual considerations, there may in fact be empirical evidence
to support the view that PL readings are nothing but a special case of functional
readings. As is well-known ever since May (1977,1985), there is an asymmetry
between subject and object Q-NPs in terms of their ability to support PL readings
in matrix interrogatives. As for this asymmetry, we can observe that functional
readings are in no way different from PL readings. Both readings require the
relevant Q-NP to c-command the trace of the wh-phrase, as illustrated by the
contrast between (50) and (51).13

(50) Which book did every student read?
a single constituent reading: An American Psycho.
b pair-list reading: John read An American Psycho, Mary Frankenstein, ...
c functional reading: The book his teacher assigned to him

                    
13 May=s (1977,1985) claim that there is a fundamental subject/object asymmetry in the distribution
of PL readings has often been challenged on account of the fact that Q-NPs headed by each can
support PL readings in virtually any position in the sentence. Even though this is problematic for
May, this does not invalidate Chierchia=s (1993) attempt to reduce the restrictions on the distribution
of PL readings to Weak Crossover. As suggested by (i) and (ii-iii) below, Weak Crossover effects
are consistently weaker with each Q-NPs than for example with every Q-NPs.
(i) a Q: Who proved every theorem? A: *The one who conjectured it

b Q: Who proved each theorem? A: The one who conjectured it
(ii) a *The one who conjectured iti proved every theorem

b *The person who bought iti last week took every cari back to the garage today
(iii) a ?The one who conjectured iti proved each theorem

b ?The person who bought iti last week took each cari back to the garage today
Unfortunately, I have no insight to offer as to why Weak Crossover effects are generally weaker with
each Q-NPs than with other types of Q-NPs.
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(51) Which professor scolded every student?
a single constituent reading: Professor McAnimal
b pair-list reading: *Professor McAnimal scolded John, Professor Scud Mary, ...
c functional reading: *His supervisor

The contrast between (50c) and (51c) is not entirely unexpected. We already
assumed earlier (following Chierchia 1993) that functional wh-phrases leave
behind a doubly indexed trace exf, whose argument-index x (the f-argument) acts
as a bound variable anaphor. On this view then, the contrast at issue simply
reduces to the one witnessed in (52), which is a standard case of Weak Crossover.

(52)
a Every studenti read the book hisi teacher assigned to him
b *Hisi supervisor scolded every studenti

Now, as pointed out by Chierchia, we can take the contrast between (50b) and
(51b) as another instance of Weak Crossover as well, if we regard pair-list
readings as a special subcase of functional readings.14 To account for the fact that
not all subject Q-NPs can support pair-list readings, as was already observed in
(44) above, Chierchia makes the following assumption: What distinguishes
functional from pair-list readings is the fact that, on the first type of reading, the
(denotation of the) wh-phrase ranges over a set of functions whose domain is
semantically unspecified (or, equivalently, the domain is simply set to the universe
of discourse D), whereas on the latter type of reading, the (denotation of the) wh-
phrase ranges over a set of functions whose domain is not semantically
unspecified. Rather, the domain of the relevant functions here is semantically
determined by the denotation of the subject Q-NP. Along these lines then, one
might for instance represent the functional reading of (50) as in (53a), and its PL
reading as in (53b). (53b) correctly determines the set of possible, true answers
in (53c), assuming the actual world is such that it supports the truth of the relevant
propositions.

(53)

                    
14 Beghelli (1997) observes that a Weak Crossover account of the distribution of PL readings faces
problems in connection with double object constructions (but cf. Hornstein 1995 for different
conclusions). Due to reasons of space, we cannot dwell on these matters here.
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a ?p› f [œz [bookw(f(z))] v p(w) v p = ?w´œx [studentw´(x) 6 readw´(x,f(x))]]
b ?p› f›x 0 ƒstudentw„ [œz [studentw(z) 6 bookw(f(z))] v p(w) v p = ?w´

[readw´(x,f(x))]]
c {John read An American Psycho, Mary read Frankenstein, ...}

The next question then to ponder is: How exactly does the denotation of the
subject Q-NP in (50) determine the set of students, which constitutes the domain
of all functions in ?fœz [studentw(z) 6 bookw(f(z))]? In answering this question,
we will essentially follow Chierchia (1993) (but cf. footnote 24). Assume first that
PL readings of wh-interrogatives are to be represented at LF by adjoining the
subject Q-NP to IP (= AgrSP) by means of QR (again following May 1985).
Assume furthermore (departing from May 1985) that the output representation
can (but need not) be restructured by means of Absorption, a syntactic operation
whose effects in the present context may be represented as in (54).

(54) Absorption (cf. Chierchia 1993)
[CP wh Nf [AgrSP Q-NPx AgrSP]] Y [CP [wh wh-Nf Q-NPx] AgrSP]

The interpretation scheme in (55), which applies to restructured LF
representations of the type specified in (54), fixes the exact way in which the
denotation of the subject Q-NP determines the domain of all those functions the
(denotation of the) wh-phrase ranges over. It does so by offering its generator
1ƒQ-NP„ (cf. the definition in 56), if there is one.

(55) [CP [wh wh-NPf QPx] AgrSP] µ (translates as)

?p› f›x 0 _ƒQ-NP„ [œz [z 0 _ƒQ-NP„ 6 N(f(z))] v p(w) v p =?w´ [AgrSP]]

(where _ƒQ-NP„ is the generator of ƒQ-NP„)

(56) Definition: Principal Filters (and their Generators)
A Generalized Quantifier Q(A) is a principal filter iff
›GœB: B 0 Q(A) : G f B
G is then called the generator of the principal filter Q(A)15

Thus, the interpretation scheme in (55) will only yield pair-list readings in case the
relevant QP is a universal distributive Q-NP, such as every student. If we make the
relatively uncontroversial assumption that plural definite descriptions such as the
students denote plural individuals, (55) will apply to these expressions in the same
way as it applies to, say, John. It will simply yield the same set of propositions that
                    
15 Note that the generator of a given principal filter PF can be recovered by taking the intersection
of all properties with respect to which PF is true; cf. Barwise & Cooper (1981).
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would have been obtained if we had assigned >wide scope= to the relevant wh-
phrase. All of this is consistent with the findings of Beck (1996), Beghelli (1997)
and Szabolcsi (1997b) with respect to those Q-NPs that can support PL readings
in matrix interrogatives.16

                    
16 The distribution of PL readings in embedded interrogatives will be discussed at length in section
5.6.

Given these assumptions then with respect to the LF syntax and semantics of
PL readings, we may derive the PL reading of (50), represented earlier in (53b),
as in (57). The reader may observe that (57c), which instantiates the interpretation

scheme in (55), is fully equivalent to (53b), since _ƒEvery„(ƒstudentw„) =
ƒstudentw„.

(57)
a [CP [DP which book]f did [AgrSP [Q-NP every student]x [AgrSP tx read txf ]]] Y (54)
b [CP [[DP which book]f [Q-NP every student]x] did [AgrSP tx read txf ]] µ (55)

c ?p› f›x 0 _ƒEvery(studentw)„ [œz [z 0 _ƒEvery(studentw)„ 6 bookw (f(z))] v
p(w) v p = ?w´ [readw´(x,f(x))]] (= 53b)

We have by now assembled the necessary ingredients for extending our
functional approach to Binding Connectivity to those cases where the
disconnected anaphor is licensed on a pair-list construal of the pertinent wh-
interrogative. Consider for instance the wh-interrogative in (58) on its PL
interpretation. According to the present analysis, its PL reading should be derived
as in (58a-c). Thus, viewing PL readings as a special subcase of functional
readings leads us again to a rather surprising conclusion: the disconnected anaphor
his is not bound by the subject Q-NP. Our impression that there is such binding
(again) derives from the fact that the subject Q-NP binds the f-argument of the
functional trace left behind by the wh-phrase.

(58) Which book about his private life did every politician read?
a [CP [DP which book about his private life]f did [AgrSP [Q-NP every politician]x [AgrSP tx

read txf ]]] Y (54)
b [CP [[DP which book about his private life]f [Q-NP every politician]x] did [AgrSP tx read
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txf ]] µ (55)

c ?p›f›x 0 _ƒEvery(politicianw)„ [œz [z 0 _ƒEvery(politicianw)„ 6 bookw (f(z)) v
aboutw(f(z),?v [private-lifew(v,z)])] v p(w) v p = ?w´ [readw´(x,f(x))]]

Note that the range of the functions specified in (58c) is identical to the range of
the functions obtained on the functional reading of (45), as represented in (48a)
above. This means that the disconnected anaphor in (58) and the such can be
locally interpreted in a way that mirrors our earlier account of disconnected
anaphora inside wh-phrases on their functional construal. Again, no reconstruction
is needed.

To recapitulate our findings in this section, we have argued that the question
how to account for Binding Connectivity in wh-sentences can be answered as
follows:

Claim III Disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences can be resolved in situ through
quantification over (Skolem) functions.17

In the next two sections, we will explore the consequences of this claim with
respect to the following two different empirical domains respectively: i) the
distribution of functional (and PL) readings in WI contexts, and ii) the distribution
of PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives.

5.5 Functional Readings, Binding Connectivity and Weak Islands

The functional approach developed in section 5.4 makes the following prediction:
Whenever the functional reading is not available for a given wh-interrogative, the
corresponding Binding Connectivity construction must be ill-formed. In the next
section, we will see that functional readings exhibit a rather peculiar sensitivity to
WI effects. As predicted, the corresponding structures involving Binding
Connectivity are ungrammatical. Consider for example (59) below, where the
absence of a functional reading (henceforth: f-reading) of (59a) directly correlates

                    
17 As was originally pointed out to me by Samir Khalaily (p.c.), our approach to the resolution of
disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences leaves unaswered why there is obligatory (syntactic)
agreement between the disconnected anaphor and its >pseudo-antecedent=. While this is true, it
suffices for us to note here that it does not hold in general that if there is obligatory agreement
between two phrases a and ß, a binds ß. For instance, coreference relations also require agreement.
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with the ungrammaticality of the Binding Connectivity construction in (59b).

(59)
a Which picture did you wonder whether every student likes (*f-reading)
b *?Which picture of hisi mother did you wonder whether every studenti likes?

We will then show in section 5.5.2 that the domain of all functions from (singular
or plural) individuals to (singular or plural) individuals has the algebraic structure
of a proper join semilattice:

Fact The domain of all functions from individuals to individuals forms a proper
join semilattice.

By a straightforward application of Sz&Z=s algebraic theory of WIs, facts such as
those in (59) are immediately accounted for. The proposition that the domain of
all functions from individuals to individuals forms a proper join semilattice is
contingent on the definition of the join-operation on these functions, offered in
section 5.5.2. In section 5.5.3, we will discuss the plausibility of this definition in
the light of certain observations concerning functional question/answer-pairs,
where the answer is provided by a conjunction or disjunction of two functional
descriptions. Finally, we will delve in section 5.5.4 into the reasons why the
potentially damaging effect of a WI can be neutralized if the expression which
induces the WI binds an f-argument in the functional trace. We will argue that this
fact can be reconciled with Sz&Z=s account of WIs if we look more closely into
the distinctive scopal properties of functional statements.

5.5.1 The Correlation between Functional Readings and Binding
Connectivity

As was already noted above, the functional approach to Binding Connectivity
predicts that whenever an f-reading of a wh-interrogative is not available, the
corresponding Binding Connectivity construction is ungrammatical. Cresti (1995)
makes the interesting observation that f-readings of wh-phrases are not licensed
in case i) they are extracted out of a whether-clause, and ii) the antecedent of the
f-argument in the functional trace finds itself within the scope of the whether-
clause. In fact, we will see below that Cresti=s observation can be generalized into
the following general constraint on f-readings:

(60) *WH (?f [ ... [Weak Island ... Q-NPx ( ... f(x) ... ) ... ] ... ])

In words: f-readings are not available in case i) the wh-phrase has been extracted
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out of a WI, and ii) the antecedent of the f-argument in the functional trace is
contained in the scope of that WI. In the light of Chierchia=s (1993) analysis of PL
readings, as discussed in the previous section, the contraint in (56) will also
govern the distribution of PL readings.

The contrast between (61) and (62) exemplifies the generalization expressed
in (60). It should be noted that the unavailability of PL readings in contexts such
as (62a-b) was already observed by Longobardi (1987).

(61) f-Reading and PL Reading are OK

Which picture do you think that every student likes best?
a pair-list reading: I think that John likes the Mona Lisa best, Mary the Six

Appearances of Lenin by Dalí, ...
b functional reading: His mother=s picture

(62) f-Reading and PL Reading are not OK

a Which picture did you wonder whether every student likes?

pair-list reading: *I wondered whether John liked the Mona Lisa, Mary the Six
Appearances of Lenin by Dalí, ...
functional reading: *His mother=s picture

b Which picture did you regret that every student likes best?
c Which picture did nobody think that every student likes best?

As a sidenote, the possibility of a functional construal of (63a) below need not be
considered a counterexample to the above generalization. We might venture the
claim that the negation marker here is semantically interpreted as constituent
negation, leaving aside the issue as to how this interpretation is determined
syntactically (cf. Beghelli & Stowell 1997 for specific proposals). The complex n=t
every student may then be taken to bind the f-argument in the functional trace left
behind by which book, as indicated in (59b).18

(63)
a Which book didn=t every student read? (Tf-reading)
b ?p› f [œz [bookw(f(z))] v p(w) v p = ?w´ [Not-everyx: studentw´(x)

(readw´(x,f(x))]]

Before we will provide an explanation for the rather peculiar WI sensitivity
exhibited by f-readings, we may first observe on the basis of the contrast between
(64) and (65) below that, as predicted, the availability of a functional/PL
                    
18 Thanks to Anna Szabolcsi for discussion.
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interpretation directly determines the well-formedness of the corresponding
Binding Connectivity construction. That is, the well-formedness of (64) patterns
with the availability of a functional/PL reading for (61), and the ill-formedness of
the sentences in (65) patterns with the absence of a functional/PL reading for the
sentences in (62). This contrast therefore provides striking evidence in support of
a functional approach to Binding Connectivity.19

(64) Which picture of hisi mother do you think that every studenti likes best?

                    
19 Cresti (1995: 22) observes a contrast between (61a) and What image of himself do you wonder
whether John has? which is judged to be much better. The difference between a referential and a
quantificational >antecedent= in these cases might be accounted for if we assume that himself in the
above example does not function as a bound variable anaphor, but rather as a logophor coreferential
with John. Cf. Reinhart & Reuland (1993) for arguments that a reflexive anaphor in English can
sometimes act as logophors. (Anna Szabolcsi p.c. points out to me that given that similar constrasts
emerge in Hunagarian when the moved wh-phrase contains the trace of a moved possessor, we are
forced to make the counterintuitive claim that traces can be logophoric as well. I am afraid I must
leave this issue unsettled here.)

(65)
a *?Which picture of hisi mother do you wonder whether every studenti likes best?
b *?Which picture of hisi mother do you regret that every studenti likes best?
c *Which picture of hisi mother does nobody think that every studenti likes best?
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So, what accounts then for the generalization in (60)? In her discussion of the
intervention effects on f-readings induced by whether-clauses, Cresti (1995)
explores the possibility of deriving this observation from the same constraint
which governs the distribution of de dicto-readings of how many-interrogatives.
As will be recalled from section 5.3.1, this restriction entails a general ban on ?-
abstracting over variables that are not of type e in the domain of a WI. This
restriction can successfully account for the generalization in (60) as the functional
variables in (62) and (65) are of type +e,e,. However, given that (60) closely
resembles the filter in (32) above, which we already saw can be derived from
Sz&Z=s approach to WIs, it is only natural to see whether this generalization too
can be subsumed under Sz&Z=s account. In the next section, we will follow one
possible route along which this task might be accomplished.

5.5.2 An Algebraic Account of the Sensitivity of Functional Readings to
Weak Islands

As was already noted above, the constraint on f-readings schematized in (60)
shows some resemblance to the filter in (32) above, which captures the heart of
Sz&Z=s approach to WIs. The filter in (32) has been repeated below as (66) for
ease of reference. The generalization in (60) would simply count as a special case
of (66) if we could show that functional variables range over a structured domain
which does not constitute a Boolean algebra.

(66) *?X [ ... [WI ... X ... ] ... ], where X ranges over a structured domain that is not
Boolean (i.e. not closed under join, meet ànd complement).

Now, it is in fact relatively easy to show that the set of all (partial, type +e,e,)
functions from D into D (notated: [D 6 D]), where D is our domain of singular
and plural individuals, inherits whatever algebraic structure we impose on the
range of these functions, i.e. D. We will first show that since D is not a Boolean
algebra (cf. section 2.4 of Chapter 2), [D 6 D] does not form a Boolean algebra
either.20 Before we will proceed with an informal sketch of the proof, consider
first the following relation # on [D 6 D]:

                    
20 The following discussion will make it clear that whatever is claimed with respect to the domain
of all (partial) type +e,e, functions holds by extension of the domain of all (partial) type +e,X,
functions as well, provided DX has the same algebraic structure as De (= D). I thank Ed Keenan for
his invaluable assistance on these matters. Cf. I in the Appendix to Chapter 1 for some discussion
on lattice-theory.
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(67) Definition. For any f and g 0 [D 6 D]:
f # g just in case Dom(f) f Dom(g) and for any x 0 Dom(f), f(x) f g(x).

Given (67), we will just note here that # is a partial order. That is, it is easy to see
that the following properties must hold of #:

(68) Fact. # is a partial order, i.e. for any f, g and h 0 [D 6 D]:
a f # f (# is reflexive)
b if f # g and g # f, then f = g (# is anti-symmetric)
c if f # g and g # h, then f # h (# is transitive)

It now follows that +[D 6 D],#, is a poset. But is it a Boolean algebra?
Consider the following: any Boolean algebra BA contains a so-called bottom
element, viz. that unique element a 0 BA such that for all b 0 BA, a f b. For
example, i is the bottom element of the Boolean algebra V({a,b}), since i is the
unique member of V({a,b}) which is a subset of all elements in V({a,b}). A
standard assumption with respect to the domain of (singular and plural) individuals
D is that it lacks a bottom element. Note that this assumption has been integrated
in our own structure for the domain of individuals (cf. again section 2.4 of Chapter
2). Given this, it must be that [D 6 D] does not have a bottom element either on
account of the following simple observation. Suppose there is an f 0 [D 6 D] such
that for all g 0 [D 6 D], f # g. According to (67), for any such g, Dom(f) f
Dom(g) and for all x 0 Dom(f), f(x) f g(x). But this is impossible, since by
assumption D lacks a bottom element. We therefore have:

(69) Fact. [D 6 D] does not have a bottom element, i.e. 5› fœg: f # g.

where f and g 0 [D 6 D]. Given (69), it follows that +[D 6 D],#, does not form a
Boolean algebra, as desired.

In view of this result, we can indeed look upon the generalization in (60) as
just a special case of the filter in (66). However, as was already observed in
sections 5.3.1. and 5.3.2, what explains this filter is the Boolean operations
associated with the expression that induces the WI in interaction with the
particular non-Boolean algebra that the variable X ranges over. The next question
to ponder then is what type of non-Boolean algebra we should associate with the
set [D 6 D] of all (partial) functions from individuals to individuals. Since [D 6 D]
lacks a bottom element, [D 6 D] cannot be closed under meet. If [D 6 D] is closed
under join, [D 6 D] cannot be closed under complement either, since the

complement of the top element of [D 6 D], i.e. º[D 6 D], is by definition the
bottom element. In other words, if [D 6 D] is closed under join, [D 6 D]
constitutes a proper join semilattice.
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Consider now the following definition of the join w of two functions f and g
0 [D 6 D], where the linguistic plausibility of this definition will be discussed in
the next subsection:

(70) Definition. For any f and g 0 [D 6 D], and for any x 0 Dom(f) c Dom(g):
(f w g)(x) =def f(x) c g(x) if x 0 Dom(f) 1 Dom(g), or

f(x) if x 0 Dom(f) ! Dom(g), or
g(x) if x 0 Dom(g) ! Dom(f).

To see that (70) indeed defines the join of any two functions f and g 0 [D 6 D],
we observe that f w g is not only an upper bound for f and g (cf. 71a), but also the
least upper bound for these functions (cf. 71b).

(71) Facts. For any f, g and h 0 [D 6 D]:
a f # f w g and g # f w g
b if f # h and g # h, then f w g # h

To the extent that (70) offers a linguistically plausible definition of the join of any
two functions from individuals to individuals, it follows that [D 6 D] is closed
under join. That is, for any f and g 0 [D 6 D], f w g 0 [D 6 D]. Note for instance

that (70) defines the function fy which maps every a 0 D to ^D (the top element

of D) to be the top element of [D 6 D], i.e. fy = º[D 6 D]. Consequently, [D 6
D] constitutes a (proper) join semilattice, as stated in (72) for ease of reference.

(72) Fact. +[D 6 D],#, is a proper join semilattice.

Now, as we already noted above, what explains (66), which subsumes our
earlier generalization in (60), is the particular Boolean operations associated with
the expression which induces the WI in interaction with the non-Boolean algebra
X ranges over. Sz&Z argue that the expression that create WIs are all associated
with Boolean operations (to wit, meet and complement) all of which cannot be
performed in a (proper) join semilattice (cf. Chapter 1). This fact alone will
account for the generalization in (60), given that the variable f here ranges over
a (proper) join semilattice. Consider for example the absence of a functional/PL
reading in (62c) above, repeated below as (73).

(73) *Which picturef does nobody think that every studentx likes exf  best?

On both the functional as well as the PL reading of (73), the wh-quantifier ranges
over Skolem functions. Since the negative quantifier nobody obligatorily scopes
under the wh-quantifier (cf. section 5.4.1), we must perform its associated
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Boolean operations (most notably complement) in the denotation domain of the
wh-quantifier. Given that this denotation domain has the structure of a (proper)
join semilattice, complement is not available here. This accounts for the ill-
formedness of (73) with the given indexing. The other cases in (62), as well as
their corresponding Binding Connectivity examples in (65), can be explained along
similar lines.21

It is important to observe that our finding that the domain [D 6 D] of all
(partial) functions from individuals to individuals forms a (proper) join semilattice
is contingent on the definition of the join-operation on these functions presented

                    
21 Adapting Cresti=s (1995) analysis somewhat, we might argue that (ia) below (Cresti=s 77a) is fine
on account of the fact that the functional trace can be stranded in the matrix SpecAgrOP, as indicated
in (ib). Since its outer index is an individual-type variable index, ranging over atomic individuals,
the filter in (66) will not apply to it. Thus, assuming a Cresti-type analysis for sentences such as (ia),
the reason why this type of extraction is fine is the same as the reason why extraction of ordinary
which-phrases out of WIs is fine.
(ia) Which of heri books does no linguisti care whether you read?
(ib) [CP [DP which of her books]f does [AgrSP no linguistx care [AgrOP [exf]y [CP whether you read ey]]]]
This escape-hatch is not available in the cases covered by the generalization in (60). Given that the
intended antecedent of the f-argument is contained in a WI, it cannot possibly bind the f-argument
in a functional trace if the latter would be dropped outside the WI for lack of c-command.
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in (70). In the next section, we will argue that (70) yields a linguistically plausible
definition of the join of two functions from individuals to individuals.

5.5.3 Functional Questions and their Complex Answers

How do we determine the extent in which (70) offers a linguistically plausible
definition of the join-operation on functions? Let us assume, as seems natural, that
if a conjunction or disjunction of two functional descriptions can express a true
and complete answer to a functional question, the conjunction or disjunction must
be interpreted as the join of the meanings of the two functional descriptions. (70)
can then be said to provide a linguistically plausible definition of the w-operation
on functions if i) it adequately captures the meaning of complex functional
answers, and ii) if it explains the precise conditions under which the join of two
functions in a complex functional answer is linguistically expressed by means of
or, and/or or and. Before we can find out whether (70) complies with the
requirement identified in ii), we should first spend a few words on how a
conjunction and disjunction of two non-functional definite descriptions (or proper
names) in English is interpreted semantically. Given our general assumptions with
respect to plural quantification and collective versus distributive predication as
espoused in section 2.4 of Chapter 2, all of which are pretty standard, a
conjunction of two non-functional definite descriptions is interpreted as in (74a)
below, whereas a disjunction of two non-functional definite descriptions is
interpreted as in (74b).

(74)
a the president and the general µ (translates as)

?P [P(?x [presidentw(x)] c ?x [generalw(x)])]
b the president or the general µ

?P [P(?x [presidentw(x)])] c ?P [P(?x [generalw(x)])] =
?P [P(?x [presidentw(x)]) w P(?x [generalw(x)])]

Thus, a conjunction of two definite descriptions is interpreted as the individual
filter generated by (the singleton-set containing) the join of the individuals denoted
by the definite descriptions, whereas a disjunction of two definite desriptions is
interpreted as the join of the individual filters denoted by the definite descriptions.

Consider in this light the following, type-lifted version of (70) (where f and g
denote f and g 0 [ D 6 D] respectively).

(75) f w g = ?x [ ?P [P(f(x) c g(x)) v x 0 Dom(f) 1 Dom(g)] c
?P [P(f(x)) v x 0 Dom(f) ! Dom(g)] c
?P [P(g(x)) v x 0 Dom(g) ! Dom(f)]].
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In view of the correlations observed in (74), (75) leads us to predict that:

(76)
a If Dom(f) = Dom(g), then the join of f and g is expressed by means of and;
b If Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) = i, then the join of f and g is expressed by means of or;
c In all other cases, the join of f and g is expressed by means of and/or.

We are now ready to check the linguistic plausibility of (70) = (75) on the basis
of the three cases distinguished in (76).

Case (76a): Dom(f) = Dom(g). This case is exemplified by f = ?x?P [P(?Y
[SYears-ofw(Y,x)])] (the ears-of function) and g = ?x?P [P(?y [nose-ofw(y,x)])]
(the nose-of function), assuming that everybody in this world is fully abled. Since
(77b) is a complete and possibly true answer to (77a), we have that his ears and
his nose must denote the join of f and g (recall the assumption with which we
started the discussion in this section). Given the definition in (75), their join f w g
will be represented as in (77c). This yields the correct interpretation of (77b), as
shown in (77d).

(77)
a Q: What does no young delinquent clean regularly?
b A: His ears {and//*or//*and/or} his nose 22

c ?x?P [P(?Z [SZears-ofw(Z,x)] c ?z [nose-ofw(z,x)])]
d Nox: youngw(x) v delinquentw(x) (œy f (?Z [SZears-ofw(Z,x)] c ?z [nose-ofw

(z,x)]) [clean-regularlyw(x,y)])

As Dom(f) = Dom(g), (75) correctly predicts that or and and/or cannot be used
in functional answers such as (77b).

Case (76b): Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) = i. Suppose that one cannot both be married and
have a partner, where >partner= is used in its formal, jurisdictional sense (somebody
who you share your household with but are not married to). That is, Dom(f) 1
Dom(g) = i, where f = ?x?P [P(?z [wife-ofw(z,x)])] (the wife-of function) and g
= ?x?P [P(?v [partner-ofw(v,x)])] (the partner-of function). Since (78b) can be a
true and complete answer to the functional question expressed by (78a), we know
that his wife or his partner denotes the join of f and g. Given that the domain of
f and the domain of g do not overlap, their join f w g will be represented as in

                    
22 Note that the question expressed by (77a) can also be answered by His ears or his nose. However,
this answer is incomplete as it specifies a relation rather than a function, viz the relation denoted by
?y?x [x = ?Z [SZears-ofw(Z,y)] w x = ?v [nose-ofw(v,y)]]. Therefore, this use of or does not reflect
the join-operation on functions, unlike the use of or under discussion in the main text.
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(78c) in accordance with (75). Again, this yields the right interpretation of (78b),
as (78d) shows.

(78)
a Q: Who would every man take to a party?
b A: His wife {*and//or//*and/or} his partner
c ?x?P [P(?z [wife-ofw(z,x)]) w P(?v [partner-ofw(v,x)])]
d œx [manw(x) 6 would-take-to-a-partyw(x,?z [wife-ofw(z,x)]) w would-take-to-a-

partyw(x,?v [partner-ofw(v,x)])]

Since Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) = i, (75) immediately explains why and and and/or
cannot be used in complex functional answers as (78b).

Case (76c): Dom(f) …  Dom(g) and Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) …  i. Finally, suppose that
one=s spouse doesn=t have to be one=s colleague, nor does one=s colleague have to
be one=s spouse. However, some men are married to a colleague of theirs. That
is, if f = ?x?P [P(?z [wife-ofw(z,x)])] (the wife-of function) and g = ?x?P [P(?v
[colleague-ofw(v,x)])] (the colleague-of function), then Dom(f) …  Dom(g) and
Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) …  i. As (79b) below can be a true and complete answer to
(79a), we must conclude that his wife and/or his colleague denotes the join of f
and g. In view of definition (75), their join f w g will be represented as in (79c).
This is again as it should be, since it directly captures the meaning of (79b), as
shown in (79d).

(79)
a Q: Who would every man take to a party?
b A: His wife {*and//*or//and/or} his colleague
c ?x?P [P(?z [wife-ofw(z,x)] c ?v [colleague-ofw(v,x)]) w P(?z [wife-ofw(z,x)]) w P(?v

[colleague-ofw(v,x)])]
d œx [manw(x) 6 œy f (?z [wife-ofw(z,x)] c ?v [colleague-ofw(v,x)]) [would-take-to-

a-party(x,y)] w would-take-to-a-partyw(x,?z [wife-ofw(z,x)]) w would-take-to-a-
partyw(x,?v [colleague-ofw(v,x)])]

Given that Dom(f) …  Dom(g) and Dom(f) 1 Dom(g) …  i, we note that the
obligatory occurrence of and/or in (79b) is correctly predicted by (75).

To conclude, our definition of the join of two functions from individuals to
individuals in (70) = (75) is linguistically plausible in the sense that i) it provides
the correct interpretation of complex functional answers, and ii) it explains the
distribution of and, or and and/or in those answers. The latter explanation was
based on certain observations with respect to how conjunctions and disjunctions
of non-functional definite descriptions (and proper names) in English are
interpreted semantically. Consequently, our earlier findings with respect to the
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algebraic structure of the domain of all (partial) functions from individuals to
individuals (cf. 72 above) does not rely on an implausible definition of w within
this domain.

5.5.4 Binding versus Non-binding Interveners

A potential problem for the algebraic account of the WI sensitivity of f-readings
presented in section 5.5.2 is constituted by the fact that (60) appears to be too
strong for our purposes. For example, if nothing additional is said, it would
incorrectly rule out the examples in (80) below, on account of the fact that in both
cases, we abstract over a functional variable f which is contained in a WI and
which ranges over a structured domain which is not Boolean.

(80)
a Which book about his private lifef did no politicianx read exf ?
b Which pictures of their mothersf did at most three studentsx like exf ?

The irony of the present situation is that, after we have just established in section
5.3 that a reconstruction-based approach cannot possibly deal with this type of
Binding Connectivity, we might after all have to conclude that our functional
account cannot deal with these cases either. In this section, we will argue that such
a morose conclusion would be unwarranted, however.

Our findings with respect to the distribution of f-readings might be
reformulated as follows. From what we have seen so far, it appears that the
potentially damaging effect of a WI can be neutralized just in case the expression
which induces the WI binds an f-argument in the functional trace exf1,...,xn. This
refinement of our original generalization in (60) concerning the distribution of f-
readings is suggested especially by the contrast between (65c) above, repeated
below as (81), and (82a). The relevant difference between these two constructions
is that only in the latter does the negative Q-NP bind an additional f-argument in
the functional wh-trace. Given this indexing, possible answers to the question
expressed by (82a) have to specify functions from ordered pairs of individuals to
individuals, as indicated in (82b).

(81) *Which picture of his motherf does nobody think that every studentx likes best efx?

(82)
a ?Which picture that he took of herf does no guyx believe that every girly would like

to keep exf ,y?
b The picture that he took when she just woke up

Why would the fact that a potentially harmful intervening expression binds an
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f-argument in the functional trace make any difference from the point of view of
Sz&Z=s account? I suggest that the answer to this question can be found in the
rather distinctive scopal properties of Skolemized logical representations.
Historically, quantification over functions was introduced in logic to make sure
that each formula in predicate logic can be transformed into a logically equivalent
formula in which all existential quantifiers precede the universal ones (these
functions are called Skolem functions in honour of the Polish mathematician who
proved the general theorem). To take a simple example, it can be shown (by
making use of the so-called Axiom of Choice) that (83a) below is logically
equivalent to (83b). Intuitively, to say that ›  in (83a) has narrow scope with
respect to œ  really amounts to the same thing as saying that the valuation of the
variable y which is bound by ›  is a function of the valuation of the variable x
which is bound by œ . Therefore, if (83a) is true, then there is a function which
maps each x into some y such that R holds of x and y. The implication from (83b)
to (83a) is even more trivial.

(83)
a œx›y [R(y)(x)]
b › fœx [R(f(x))(x)]

Suppose now that the meaning of a given LF a(ß(?)) is to be represented as in
(83b). Syntactically, the expression a the meaning of which is represented by › f
takes scope over the expression ß the meaning of which is represented by œx, as
the former c-commands the latter. However, in the light of what was said above,
ß takes takes scope over a in a semantic sense, given that the valuation of
whatever argument position a binds in ? is a function of whatever argument
position ß binds in ?.

Consider in this light the problematic examples presented in (80) and (82a)
above. Since the harmful interveners in these constructions bind an f-argument in
the functional gap associated with the wh-phrase, the valuation of that gap will be
a function of the valuation of the argument position quantified over by these
interveners. Therefore, even though the harmful interveners here scope under the
wh-phrase in a strictly syntactic sense, they scope over the wh-phrase in a semantic
sense. Recall now Sz&Z=s observation that if a wh-phrase takes scope over some
scopal element, the Boolean operations associated with that scopal element need
to be performed in wh=s denotation domain (and vice versa, of course). It seems
reasonable to assume that the relevant notion of scope intended here is semantic,
rather than syntactic. If so, it follows that the Boolean operations associated with
the harmful interveners in (80) and (82a) need not be performed in the denotation
domain of the relevant wh-phrases. This is as it should be since we already
observed in section 5.5.2 that at least one of the Boolean operations with which
WI inducing expressions are associated can not be executed in the (proper) join
semilattice functional variables range over. In this way, we can reconcile the
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observation that the potentially devastating effect of a harmful intervener can be
neutralized just in case the intervener binds an f-argument in the functional trace
with Sz&Z=s theory of WIs.23

5.6 Pair-List Readings in Extensional Complement Interrogatives

                    
23 Of course, this suggestion does not shed any light on the question how exactly the proper question
denotations corresponding to (80) and (82b) can be computed without having to perform the Boolean
operations associated with the relevant interveners in the denotation domain of the wh-phrase. I will
leave this question for further research.

In this section, we will explore the consequences of our claim that disconnected
anaphora in wh-sentences can be resolved in situ through quantification over
Skolem functions with respect to another empirical domain: the distribution of PL
readings in so-called extensional complement interrogatives. Since this is
significantly different from the distribution of PL readings in matrix interrogatives
and intensional complement interrogatives, as convincingly shown by Beghelli
(1997) and especially Szabolcsi (1994a,1997b), this raises serious problems for
Chierchia=s (1993) functional account of PL readings, which we adopted in section
5.4.2. Without presenting the full picture, for which I refer the interested reader
to the above cited works, we will in section 5.6.2 examine two critical properties
in terms of which PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives
distinguish themselves from PL readings in other interrogative environments:

(84)
a There is no asymmetry between subject and object Q-NPs in terms of their ability

to support PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives;
b Some PL inducing Q-NPs in extensional complement interrogatives can scope over

material in the matrix clause.

We will show that these two properties cannot possibly be accounted for on a
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functional approach to PL readings. But first, we will explain in section 5.6.1 what
we mean with intensional and extensional interrogatives in the present context. In
section 5.6.3, we will then discuss Szabolcsi=s (1997b) analysis of PL readings in
extensional complement interrogatives which requires quantification into >lifted=
questions. This analysis raises some thorny issues with respect to the proper
treatment of disconnected anaphora in this type of interrogative. Section 5.6.4 will
then conclude our discussion of PL readings in extensional complement
interrogatives. We will argue here in favour of the following claim:

(85) Claim. In addition to a >quantifying-in source=, there is also a >functional source= for
PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives.

We will see that in conjunction with a functional approach to disconnected
anaphora in wh-sentences, (85) correctly predicts that the restrictions on the
availability of a PL construal for wh-phrases in extensional complement
interrogatives which contain a disconnected anaphor coincide with the restrictions
on the availability of a PL construal for wh-phrases in general in other
interrogative environments. Moreover, we will see that the behaviour of
extensional interrogative verbs such as opsommen Ato sum up@ provides further
support for (85). Thus, despite appearances, our earlier account of disconnected
anaphora in matrix interrogatives that are licensed on a PL reading, as presented
in section 5.4.2, can in fact be extended to extensional environments as well.

5.6.1 Intensional versus Extensional Interrogatives

The distinction between intensional and extensional interrogatives derives from the
work of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984). When they combine with interrogative
sentences, intensional verbs such as wonder denote relations between individuals
and intensions of questions (i.e. functions from worlds to sets of propositions, type
q = +w,+p,t,,). On the other hand, when extensional verbs such as find out
combine with interrogative sentences, they denote relations between individuals
and answers to questions (i.e. propositions, type p = +w,t,). To account for the
fact that extensional interrogative verbs denote relations between individuals and
answers to questions, we can make use of meaning postulates such as the one in
(86). This meaning postulate says that for an individual to stand in the relation of
finding-out to a question Q in a world w, that individual must stand in the relation
of finding-out´ to the maximally informative answer to Q in w (cf. also Beck &
Rullmann 1996). The latter relation is denoted by find out when it combines with
declarative CPs.
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(86) œw´-wœxœQ [find-outw´(x,Q) : find-out´w´(x,_Q(w´))]

Apart from differences in entailments, there are various tests we can rely on
to distinguish between extensional and intensional interrogative verbs. To mention
just one, Negative Polarity Items are licensed in interrogative complements of
intensional verbs, but not in interrogative complements of extensional verbs, as
shown in (87).

(87)
a John wondered whether Frank knew anything about black holes
b *John found out whether Frank knew anything about black holes

Having thus established the difference between extensional and intensional
complement interrogatives, we may proceed to the next section, where we will
discuss two properties of PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives
that cannot be accounted for by a functional approach.

5.6.2 Problems for a Functional Approach to Pair-List Readings in
Extensional Complement Interrogatives

A first distinctive property of PL readings in extensional interrogatives that cannot
be explained on Chierchia=s functional approach concerns the following. As was
already observed in section 5.4.2, there is a fundamental asymmetry between
subject and object Q-NPs (modulo each Q-NPs) in terms of their ability to support
PL readings of matrix interrogatives. The contrast in (88) below (taken over from
Beghelli 1997) shows that the same holds true of intensional complement
interrogatives. However, as pointed out by Szabolcsi (1994a), this asymmetry
disappears in extensional complement interrogatives, as demonstrated in (89)
(again taken over from Beghelli 1997).
(88)

a I wonder what book every student will write about (TPL)
b I wonder who read every book (*PL)

(89)
a By tomorrow, we=ll find out which book every student read (TPL)
b By tomorrow, the committee will decide which applicant will fill every position

(TPL)

On Chierchia=s account, the availability of a PL reading for (89b) should come as
a complete surprise. There is no way that every position can bind an f-argument
in the functional gap associated with which applicant without violating Weak
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Crossover.
A second distinctive property of PL readings in extensional complement

interrogatives is even more devastating. It should be borne in mind that the desire
to eliminate the need for quantifying into questions is the major semantic incentive
for Chierchia=s functional analysis of PL readings. Recall that on his approach, a
Q-NP which induces a PL reading is not assigned scope over the pertinent wh-
phrase: it merely provides a suitable domain for the functions quantified over by
the denotation of the wh-phrase (cf. 55 above). Putting it somewhat polemically
then, the functional approach to PL readings and an analysis of these readings
which requires quantifying-in are each other=s sworn enemies. Therefore, if we
were to show that there are cases in which a Q-NP that induces a PL reading can
scope over material outside of its own clause, a functional analysis of these
particular PL readings has been effectively refuted. At the same time, we would
have found a solid piece of evidence in favour of a quantifying-in analysis of the
PL readings involved.

Now, Szabolcsi (1997b) argues that these cases can in fact be attested when
we probe the properties of PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives
more closely. Consider the example in (90), taken over from Szabolcsi (1997b)
(cf. also Moltmann & Szabolcsi 1994). This sentences admits of a reading on
which i) the interrogative complement of found out receives a PL construal, and
ii) the matrix subject has narrow scope with respect to the universal distributive
Q-NP every student. Let us refer to this reading as >QPL > › = (the reason for using
this label will become clear shortly hereafter). This reading may be paraphrased
as indicated below.

(90) Some librarian or other found out which book every student needed (TQPL > › )
QPL > › : For every student x, some librarian or other found out which book x
needed

To see that the functional approach to PL readings cannot possibly account
for this interpretation, observe first that on Chierchia=s analysis, as presented in
5.4.2, the PL reading of the extensional complement interrogative in (90) would
be represented as in (91a) below. Suppose we first apply the relation expressed by
the extensional interrogative verb to (91a), and then apply the Generalized
Quantifier denoted by some librarian or other to the result. As (91c) shows, the
outcome of this is unsatisfactory as the matrix existential quantifier is not scopally
dependent on anything (the alternative order of application, though more difficult,
will yield 91c as well). In general, this will be the net result of any approach to PL
readings that eschews quantification into questions, such as Chierchia=s.24

                    
24 It is appropriate here to point out that Chierchia actually uses minimal witnesses, rather than
generators, as domains for the functions quantified over by wh-phrases on their PL construal. A
minimal witness for a quantifier QA is a witness W for QA such that for no W´ d W, W´ 0 QA. Since
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(91)
a ?w´?p› f›y 0 ƒstudentw´„ [œz [studentw´(z) 6 bookw´(f(z))] v p(w´) v p = ?w´´

[neededw´´(y,f(y))]]
b ?P›x [librarianw(x) v P(x)(w)](?Q?v?w [found-outw(v,Q)](91a))
c ›x [librarianw(x) v found-outw(x,?w´?p› f›y 0 ƒstudentw´„ [œz [studentw´(z) 6

bookw´(f(z))] v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [neededw´´(y,f(y))]])] (?-conversion)

Given the two problems mentioned in (89) and (90), it seems that we cannot
but conclude that a functional approach to PL readings in extensional complement
interrogatives must be rejected. In the next section, we will discuss Szabolcsi=s
(1997b) quantifying-in strategy to account for PL readings of extensional
interrogatives.

                                                     
a quantifier may have more than one minimal witness, Chierchia=s analysis requires shifting the type
of a wh-interrogative to that of a >lifted= question, where a >lifted= question is a set of properties of (or,
equivantly, a Generalized Quantifier over) >simple= questions. Thus, Chierchia himself would have
represented the PL reading of the embedded interrogative in (90) as in (i) below (where p is of type
++w,+p,t,,,t,).
(i) ?p›W [Minimal Witness(ƒevery„(ƒstudentw„),W) v p(?w´?p› f›y0W [œz [z0W 6 bookw (́f(z))]

v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [neededw´´(y,f(y))]])]
However, the reader is invited to check that by qantifying (i) into ?Q›x [librarianw(x) v found-
outw(x,Q)], we still do not get the desired scopal dependencies.

In our presentation of Chierchia=s account in section 5.4.2, we replaced his minimal witnesses
by generators simply for reasons of empirical adequacy. As we have already observed on a number
of occasions, only universal distributive Q-NPs can support PL readings of matrix (and intensional
complement) interrogatives. This is somewhat unexpected on Chierchia=s implementation of the
functional approach to PL readings, since the principal filters form a proper subset of those
quantifiers that have non-empty minimal witnesses.
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5.6.3 Quantifying into Lifted Questions

To account for the attested range of PL readings in extensional complement
interrogatives, Szabolcsi (1997b) opts for the interpretation scheme in (92) below.
It relies on quantification into lifted questions.25

(92) Quantification into Lifted Questions (cf. Szabolcsi 1997b)
?p?w [Qx: Nw(x) (p(?w´?p›y [Nw´(y) v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [Rw´´(x,y)]]))]

The PL scheme in (92) has all the requisite properties to provide an elegant
account of the QPL > ›  reading of (90), which we had proved to be intractable on
a functional approach to PL readings. To see this, we will explore one possible
compositional procedure which yields quantification into lifted questions for
sentences such as (90). Suppose that the embedded subject every student first
pied-pipes AgrSP to some position adjoined to the lowest CP, and then pied-pipes
the newly formed CP to some position adjoined to the matrix AgrSP, as shown in
(93) (the latter movement is also assumed by Moltmann & Szabolcsi 1994). In the
absence of any perspicuous syntactic trigger for these movements, we will just
assume here that both movement operations are triggered by scopal requirements.

(93) [CP [AgrSP every student needed ev]q [CP which bookv [C´ C0 eq]]]Q [AgrSP some librarian
or other found out eQ]

By type-lifting needed´ (type +e,+e,p,,) into ?v?V?T [4V(8?u [4T(8needed´
(v)(u))])] (type +e,+gq,P,,, where gq = +s,++s,+e,p,,,p,, and P = ++s,++s,p,,p,,,p,),
we can interpret the embedded AgrSP as a Generalized Quantifier over
propositions (type P), as indicated in (95a). Furthermore, let us assume the
following type-lifted version of Binding-In as it applies to wh-phrases (cf. 11
above for the basic definition):

(94) A Type-Lifted Version of Binding-In for Wh-Quantifiers
                    
25 Cf. also Moltmann & Szabolcsi (1994). Szabolcsi (1997b) shows that (84) correctly predicts that
various Q-NPs that do not denote principal filters can nevertheless support PL readings in
extensional complement interrogatives (cf. i for example). Still, to rule out universal negative Q-NPs
as possible inducers of PL readings in extensional contexts (cf. ii), Szabolcsi eventually chooses a
somewhat different implementation of the quantifying-in strategy. However, this refinement is
immaterial for present purposes.
(i) John found out which book at least three students needed (TPL)

AJohn found out about at least three students which book they needed@
(ii) John found out which book no student needed (*PL)
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i. Bx(WH,f ) =def ?p [4p(8?w?p [FA(WH,?x [f (p)])(w)])], where p is of type
+s,++s,q,,p,, (q = +w,+p,t,,) and f  is of type +p,p,;

ii. Bx(WH,ß) =def ?v [Bx(WH,ß(v))], where ß is of a type that ends in +p,p,.

(94) enables us to interpret the first CP-segment as a Generalized Quantifier over
questions (type Q = ++s,++s,q,,p,,,p,), as shown in (95b-d). The kinds of type-
lifting assumed here are used to generate extra-clausal scope in the flexible
semantics advocated by Hendriks (1993), and are thus well-suited for the problem
at hand. The use of abstraction over assignments to variables will become clear
shortly.

(95)
a [AgrSP every student needed ev]q µ (translates as)

?T+s,++s,p,,p,,œx [student´(x) 6 4T(8needed´(v)(x))]
b [CP which bookv [C´ C0 eQ]] µ Bv(?P›y [book´(y) v 4P(y)],?p´ [p´ v p´ = 4q])

c ?p [4p(8?w´?p [?P›y [book´(y) v 4P(y)](8?v [?p´ [p´ v p´ = 4q](p)])(w´)])]
(def. 94i)

d ?p [4p(8?w´?p›y [bookw´(y) v ?v [p v p = 4q](y)(w´)])]

(?-conversion,48-cancellation,convention: P´ = ?w [Pw])

Essentially by composing the function represented in (95d) with the function
represented in (95a) in the way indicated in (96a) below, we obtain the
Generalized Quantifier over questions represented in (96b) as the denotation of
the embedded interrogative in (90). This accords with Szabolcsi=s (1997b)
quantifying-in analysis of PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives.
As for the use of abstraction over variable assignments, this is to ensure that the
free variable v in (95a), which corresponds with the wh-trace in the fronted
AgrSP, can be appropriately bound by the denotation of the wh-phrase after ?-
conversion.

(96)

a ?p [(95a)(8?q+s,p, [(95d)(p)])]

b ?pœx [student´(x) 6 4p(8?w´?p›y [bookw´(y) v p(w´) v p =  needed´(x,y)])]

(?-conversion,48-cancellation)
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By quantifying the Generalized Quantifier over questions represented in (96b) into
the matrix as in (97a), we now get the desired result. As shown in (97b), the
matrix existential quantifier is scopally dependent on the embedded universal
quantifier, as it should be.

(97)

a (96b)(8?Q+s,q,›z [librarian´(z) v found-out´(z,4Q)])
b ?wœx [studentw(x) 6 ›z [librarianw(z) v found-outw(z,?w´?p›y [bookw´(y) v

p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [neededw´´(x,y)]])]]

(?-conversion,48-cancellation,convention: P´ = ?w [Pw])

Adopting Szabolcsi=s quantifying-in scheme for PL readings in extensional
complement interrogatives does not entail that a Chierchian analysis of PL
readings in general must be abandoned. We have already seen that the distribution
of PL readings in matrix interrogatives and intensional complement interrogatives
is consistent with what a functional approach to PL readings predicts. Moreover,
on a Karttunen-style approach to the semantics of interrogatives, quantifying into
questions requires lifting them. Following a line of reasoning already explored by
Szabolcsi, it is not implausible to assume that the natural habitat for a Generalized
Quantifier over questions is the argument position of a predicate that can express
properties of questions. This immediately prevents Szabolcsi=s scheme in (92)
from applying in matrix interrogatives, as they are not subcategorized for by any
predicate (unless we endorse the silent performative hypothesis). Furthermore, if
we assume that an individual cannot stand in a particular relation (such as the one
expressed by wonder) with a question that cannot be asked on its own right, we
exclude the application of (92) in intensional complement interrogatives as well.
Therefore, on these assumptions, restricting Chierchia=s approach to matrix
interrogatives and intensional complement interrogatives would be both principled
and conceptually motivated. However, taking this position does raise the issue
how to account for disconnected anaphora in extensional complement
interrogatives on a PL construal.

5.6.4 Two Sources of Pair-List Readings in Extensional Complement
Interrogatives

How does all this relate to our general claim that disconnected anaphora in wh-
sentences can be resolved in situ through quantification over Skolem functions?
Suppose that Szabolcsi=s quantifying-in scheme in (92) is the only source of PL
readings in extensional interrogatives. Assuming furthermore that we do not want
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to revert to reconstruction, there is only one way in which we might account for
the binding illustrated in (98a). We must assume that it is in virtue of moving the
embedded AgrSP to some position adjoined to the embedded CP that the subject
Q-NP every boy can bind the pronoun his inside the wh-phrase. Semantically
speaking, this is unproblematic. On the basis of the procedures detailed in the
preceding section, the LF in (98b) can be compositionally translated into (98c).
Thanks to the use of abstraction over assignment functions, the free variables
corresponding to the wh-trace in the embedded AgrSP and the pronoun in the wh-
phrase can be bound by the appropriate operators. On the syntactic side, it seems
that fronting the AgrSP to CP-adjoined position cannot lead to a Weak Crossover
violation, since it is AgrSP, rather than the subject Q-NP every boy, which crosses
over the bound variable anaphor.

(98)
a The headmaster found out which picture of hisi friend every boyi took from her

office (TPL)
pair-list reading: The headmaster found out about every boy which picture of his
friend he took (from her office)

b [AgrSP the headmaster found out [CP [AgrSP every boyi took ev]q [CP [DP which picture
of hisi friend]v [C´ C0 eq]]]]

c ?wœx [boyw(x) 6 found-outw(?z [headmasterw(z)],?w´?p›y [picture-ofw´(y,?u
[friend-ofw´(u,x)]) v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [tookw´´(x,y)]])]

There is independent evidence which suggests that specifiers of XPs in general
can bind anaphora that are c-commanded by those XPs, rather than their
specifiers. Both Reinhart (1987) and Kayne (1995) observe that DP specifiers can
bind out of their containing DPs, as illustrated in (99a-b) (example taken over
from Kayne 1995). Observe now that the analysis we are currently pursuing
effectively puts (98a) and (99a) under the same syntactic header: on this analysis,
a DP specifier binds out of its containing AgrP, as shown in (98b). Interestingly
enough, there is also a semantic parallel between (98a) and (99a). On our analysis,
the fronted AgrSP in (98b) involves quantification into lifted propositions (recall
95a above), whereas on virtually anybody=s analysis, the matrix subject in (99b)
involves quantification into lifted individuals. That is, the meaning of every girl=s
father can be represented as ?Pœx [girl´(x) 6 P(?z [father-of´(z,x)])].

(99)
a Every girli=s father thinks he knows what=s best for heri

b [AgrSP [DP [DP every girl]i =s father] thinks he knows what=s best for heri]

If indeed an XP can cross an anaphor which is coindexed with its specifier, as
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was suggested above, we predict that a DP specifier can bind a pronoun by pied-
piping its containing DP across it. However, as the ungrammaticality of (100)
shows, this prediction is incorrect. Therefore, we cannot but conclude that our
earlier account of the binding evidenced in (98a) is on the wrong track.

(100) *Heri mother loves every girli=s father

There is a way out of the deadlock we are presently facing. Note that it is
ultimately the assumption that Szabolcsi=s quantifying-in scheme in (92) is the only
source of PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives which lead us to
predict that XPs may freely cross anaphora that are coindexed with their
specifiers. Let us now assume that in addition to quantification into lifted
questions, there is another potential source of PL readings of extensional
interrogatives: Chierchia=s functional scheme in (55) above. That is, we will claim
(101) (cf. also 85 above).
(101) Claim. In addition to a >quantifying-in source=, there is also a >functional source= for

PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives.

This claim costs us nothing extra. If Chierchia=s functional scheme is independently
available in matrix interrogatives and intensional complement interrogatives,
nothing prevents it from applying in extensional complement interrogatives as
well. If correct, (98a) just provides another instance of pseudo binding. As (102c)
shows (where 102b displays the structure that results from applying Absorption
to the LF in 102a; cf. section 5.4.2), the quantifier corresponding to every boy
binds the f-argument in the functional variable quantified over by the wh-operator,
whereas the variable corresponding to the pronoun his is locally bound inside the
restriction of the wh-operator.

(102)
a [AgrSP the headmaster found out [CP [DP which picture of his friend]f [AgrSP [DP every

boy]x [AgrSP ex stole exf ]]]] Y (54)
b [AgrSP the headmaster found out [CP [[DP which picture of his friend]f [DP every boy]x]

[AgrSP ex stole exf ]]] µ (translates as; 55)
c ?w [found-outw(?z [headmasterw(z)],?w´?p› f›x0 ƒboyw´„ [œv [boyw´(v) 6

picture-ofw´(f(v),?u [friend-ofw´(u,v)])] v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [stolew´´(x,f(x))]])]

This two-track approach to PL readings in extensional complement
interrogatives makes an interesting prediction: the restrictions in this type of
interrogative on the availability of a PL construal for a wh-phrase with a bound
variable pronoun buried inside it coincide with the restrictions on the availabilty
of a PL construal for a wh-phrase in general in matrix interrogatives and
intensional complement interrogatives. More specifically, we now predict that a
subject/object asymmetry in the availability of PL readings will reemerge in
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extensional complement interrogatives as soon as we put a pronoun inside the wh-
phrase which is looking to be >bound= by the object Q-NP. And indeed, the
availability of a PL construal for (89b) above, repeated below in (103a), contrasts
markedly with the ungrammaticality of (103b).

(103)
a By tomorrow, the committee will decide which applicant will fill every position(TPL)
b *By tomorrow, the committee will decide which applicant who is interested in iti

will fill every positioni

On our account, the reason why (103) lacks a PL construal is the same as the
reason why this sentence lack a functional reading. On both interpretations, the
object Q-NP cannot possibly bind the f-argument in the functional wh-trace in
subject position without violating Weak Crossover.

We furthermore predict that if we put a pronoun inside the wh-phrase which
is looking to be >bound= by the subject of an extensional complement interrogative,
Szabolcsi=s QPL > ›  reading as attested in (90) above will never arise. This is so
since, as was already observed in section 5.6.2, Chierchia=s functional approach
eschews quantification into questions, the only device by means of which QPL >
›  readings could ever be generated. Again, this prediction is corroborated by the
facts. (104b) below contrasts with (90), repeated here as (104a), in that it lacks
a reading on which the matrix subject is scopally dependent on the embedded
subject.

(104)
a Some librarian or other found out which book every student needed (TQPL > › )

QPL > › : For every student x, some librarian or other found out which book x
needed

b Some teacher or other found out which picture of hisi friend every boy took from
her office (*QPL > › )
QPL > › : *For every boy x, some teacher or other found out which picture of x=s
friend x took from her office

To conclude our discussion of >extensional= PL readings, let me mention one
strong piece of independent evidence in favour of distinguishing two sources of
PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives, rather than one. In Chapter
3, section 3.3.4, we discussed the interesting behaviour of the extensional
interrogative verb opsommen (Ato sum up@) in Dutch. We observed there that this
verb forces a PL reading of its complement in case the wh-phrase is singular. This
observation is repeated in (105) for ease of reference. We speculated that what
explains this behaviour is the fact that opsommen requires its complement to
denote a plural object of some sort. Let us now elaborate somewhat on the
reasoning behind this. Evidently, if the complement in (105) for instance receives
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either a single constituent or functional reading, the complete answer to the
question it expresses will be a single proposition (a set of possible worlds), which
is not the type of plural object whose parts can be summed up.

(105) De verkoper somde vervolgens op welk boek elke student wilde bestellen
(Tonly on PL)

AThe salesman then summed up which book every student wanted to order@

It remains to be shown that on a PL reading of the complement in (105), the
complete answer to the question it expresses is a (non-singleton) set of
propositions (a set of sets of possible worlds), which is a proper plural object
whose propositional parts can be summed up. However, this will be a mission
impossible if we assume that quantification into questions is the only source of PL
readings in extensional complement interrogatives. To see that, note that (106a)
entails (106b) on account of the meaning postulate in (107), which should be

compared with (86) above. The _{p: ... } part in (106b) is a set of worlds, rather
than a set of sets of worlds, again not the type of object whose parts can be
summed up.

(106)
a œx [studentw(x) 6 summed-upw(?z [salesmanw(z)],?w´?p›y [bookw´(y) v p(w´)

v p = wanted-to-order´(x,y)])] 6 (107)

b œx [studentw(x) 6 summed-up´w(?z [salesmanw(z)],_{p: ›y [bookw(y) v w 0 p v
p = {w´: w´ 0 ƒwanted-to-order´(x,y)„}]})]

(107) œw´-wœxœQ [sum-upw´(x,Q) : sum-up´w´(x,_Q(w´))]

The inadequacy of a quantifying-in approach to the obligatory PL reading of
interrogative complements of opsommen can also be demonstrated in a more
transparent fashion. The meaning of (105) simply cannot be paraphrased as in
(108), where elke student does quantify into the question expressed by the
interrogative complement.

(108) *De verkoper somde voor elke student vervolgens op welk boek hij wilde bestellen
AThe saleman then summed up for every student which book he wanted to order@

A natural paraphrase of the meaning of (105) is provided in (109), where the
interrogative verb opsommen takes a multiple wh-complement.

(109) De verkoper somde vervolgens op welk boek welke student wilde bestellen
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AThe salesman then summed up which book which student wanted to order@

This strongly suggests that the obligatory PL construal of the interrogative
complement of opsommen should be analyzed in a way that does not rely on
quantification into questions. On our two-track approach to PL readings in
extensional complement interrogatives, there is another potential source of PL
readings in this type of interrogative that does not resort to quantification into
questions: Chierchia=s functional scheme in (55). Suppose then that the obligatory
PL reading of interrogative complements of opsommen must be analyzed in terms
of quantification over Skolem functions instead. The meaning of the interrogative
complement in (105) will then be represented as in (110a). Such an analysis makes
it at least possible to design a meaning postulate specifically for extensional
interrogative verbs such as opsommen on account of which (110b) is entailed by

(110a). As desired, the ^x 0 ƒstudent(w)„{P: P = {_{p: ... }}} part of (110b) is a set of
propositions, or, alternatively, a set of sets of possible worlds. This is a proper
plural object whose atomic propositional parts (singleton sets containing just one
set of possible worlds) can be summed up.

(110)
a summed-upw(?z [salesmanw(z)],?w´?p›f›x 0 ƒstudentw´(x)„ [œy [studentw´(y) 6

bookw´(f(y))] v p(w´) v p = ?w´´ [wanted-to-orderw´´(x,f(x))]])

b summed-up´w(?z [salesmanw(z)],^x 0 ƒstudent(w)„{P: P = {_{p: › f [œy [studentw(y)
6 bookw(f(y))] v w 0 p v p = {w´: w´ 0 ƒwanted-to-order´(x,f(x))„}]}}})

Our current approach to the semantics of extensional interrogative verbs such
as opsommen predicts that the pattern of PL readings they impose on their
complements is the same as that observed in matrix interrogatives and intensional
complement interrogatives. Now, we have already observed in Chapter 3, section
3.3.4, that qua subjects, only universal distributive Q-NPs can support a PL
reading of the interrogative complement of opsommen. This squares with what we
know of matrix interrogatives and intensional complement interrogatives, but, as
predicted, it does not fit in with Szabolcsi=s findings with respect to >ordinary=
extensional complement interrogatives (cf. footnote 25). Finally, the ill-formedness
of (111) below shows that universal distributive Q-NPs in object position cannot
support a PL reading of interrogative complements of opsommen.

(111) *De verkoper somde vervolgens op welke student elk boek wilde bestellen
AThe salesman then summed up which student wanted to order every book@

The reason why (111) is ungrammatical is the same as the reason why universal
distributive Q-NPs in object position cannot support a PL reading in matrix
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interrogatives and intensional complement interrogatives. To support a PL
reading, elk boek in (111) must bind the f-argument in the functional wh-trace.
However, it cannot do so without violating Weak Crossover.

To sum up, we have seen in this section that the rather liberal distribution of
PL readings in extensional complement interrogatives does not force us to retreat
from our general claim that disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences can be
resolved in situ through quantification over Skolem functions. In fact, by
recognizing a >functional source= in addition to a >quantifying-in source= for PL
readings in these interrogatives, our general claim concerning disconnected
anaphora in wh-sentences correctly predicts that the restrictions which govern the
availability of a PL construal for >anaphoric= wh-phrases in extensional complement
interrogatives coincide with the restrictions governing the availability of a PL
construal for wh-phrases in general in other interrogative environments. We
furthermore saw that a two-track approach to PL readings in extensional
complement interrogatives found independent support in the behaviour of verbs
such as sum up. With this, we conclude our discussion of disconnected anaphora
in wh-sentences.

5.7 Binding Connectivity in Declarative Contexts

Can the functional approach to >disconnected= anaphora developed in the
preceding sections for wh-interrogatives be extended to Binding Connectivity in
declarative contexts as well? This is Question IV in the introduction to this
chapter:

Question IV Can a functional approach to Binding Connectivity be fruitfully
applied in declarative contexts as well?

The sentences in (112) provide some other well-known cases of Binding
Connectivity that we will seek to account for in this section in terms of
quantification over Skolem functions.

(112)
a There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that every Italiani loves
b The woman that every Italiani loves is hisi mother
c It is hisi mother that every Italiani loves

Our dicussion of >disconnected= anaphora in declarative contexts will be organized
as follows. In the next section, we will focus on Binding Connectivity in relative
clauses. We will argue that the theory developed in the preceding sections can be
straightforwardly extended to these cases. Despite indications to the contrary, we
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will show in section 5.7.2 that Binding Connectivity in specificational copular
constructions (cf. 112b) and clefts (cf. 112c) can be accounted for in functional
terms as well. The apparent insensitivity of Binding Connectivity in these
constructions to Weak Islands is argued to follow from the property of
exhaustivity which characterizes specificational copular constructions and clefts.
To the extent that we are successful in analyzing facts such as those in (112) in
terms of quantification over Skolem functions as well, we may tentatively
conclude that there is no need for either syntactic or semantic reconstruction in the
study of Binding Connectivity. In the light of the conclusions reached in section
5.3, this would surely be a desirable result.

5.7.1 A Functional Account of Binding Connectivity in Relative Clauses

Groenendijk & Stokhof (1983) observe on the basis of examples such as (113)
that relative clauses too can receive functional readings (henceforth: f-readings).26

(113) There is a (certain) woman that every mani loves, namely ...
a single constituent continuation: ... Marilyn Monroe
b pair-list continuation: *... John loves Mary, Bill loves Sue, ...
c functional continuation: ... hisi mother

As is the case with wh-interrogatives, f-readings of relative clauses can give rise
to Weak Crossover effects. This is demonstrated in (114).

(114) *There is a (certain) man that loves every girli, namely heri father

The above observations suggest that also in relative clauses, f-readings can
provide the means for a strictly local interpretation of disconnected anaphora, as
shown in (115) for (112a). In (115a), which depicts the LF of (112a), the more or
less conventional analysis of relative clauses is assumed according to which these
CPs have an empty operator O in their specifier position (cf. Chomsky 1977). This
empty operator will be translated into the ?-operator which abstracts over the gap
position O is coindexed with. Again, even the most casual inspection of the logical
representation in (115b) will lead us to conclude that what looks like binding in
such cases is nothing but pseudo-binding.

(115)

                    
26 As observed by Hintikka (1986) and Kratzer (1997), functional interpretations of simple
indefinites are easily brought to the fore by the addition of certain adjectives such as certain, specific,
particular etc.
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a there is [DP a picture of his mother [CP Of that [AgrSP every Italianx [AgrOP [exf ]y [VP

loves ey]]]]]
b › f [œz [picture-ofw(f(z),?y [motherw(y,z)])] v œx [italianw(x) 6 lovesw(x,f(x))]]

In section 5.5.1, we observed that functional readings of wh-interrogatives are
constrained by the following restriction (cf. also 60 above):

(116) *WH (?f [ ... [Weak Island ... Q-NPx ( ... f(x) ... ) ... ] ... ])

Given the contrast between (117) and (118), we observe that f-readings of relative
clauses are similarly constrained.

(117) There is a (certain) woman that I think that every mani loves, namely hisi mother

(118)
a *?There is a (certain) woman that I wonder whether every mani loves, namely hisi

mother-in-law
b *There is a (certain) woman that you regret that every married mani dislikes, namely

hisi mother-in-law
c *There is a (certain) woman that nobody thinks that every married mani likes,

namely hisi mother-in-law

On a functional approach to disconnected anaphora in relative clauses, it is
predicted that when we put a pronoun in the antecedent NP which is looking to
be >bound= by a Q-NP which is buried inside a WI, the resulting structure will be
ill-formed. The contrast between (119) and (120) shows this prediction to be
correct.

(119) There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that I think that every Italiani loves

(120)
a *?There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that I wonder whether every Italiani

loves
b *There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that you regret that every Italiani loves
c *There is a (certain) picture of hisi mother that nobody thinks that every Italiani

loves

Our analysis entails that both in (118) and (120), the empty operator in the
specifier position of the relative clause abstracts over Skolem functions. These
functions will subsequently be quantified over by the existential quantifier denoted
by the indefinite determiner a. Now, as was already observed in Chapter 3, section
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3.3.5, it is a well-known fact that quantified expressions inside a relative clause
can never take scope outside of that clause. If so, we can explain our observations
in (118) and (120) in exactly the same fashion in which we accounted for the
highly similar effects in wh-interrogatives discussed at length in section 5.5 above.
For example, given that its scope is confined to that of the relative clause, we must
perform the Boolean operations associated with nobody in (118c) and (120c) (i.e.
join and complement) in the denotation domain of the indefinite determiner a.
However, on its functional construal, the latter ranges over objects that are
structured in a (proper) join semilattice (cf. section 5.5.2, Fact 72). As (proper)
join semilattices are not closed under complement, the ungrammaticality of (118c)
and (120c) immediately follows. A similar reasoning will account for the remaining
cases in (118) and (120). All in all then, we may conclude that the functional
approach to Binding Connectivity in wh-interrogatives can be straightforwardly
carried over to Binding Connectivity in relative clauses.

5.7.2 Functions in Specificational Copular Constructions and Clefts

Jacobson (1994,1997) argues that Binding Connectivity in specificational copular
constructions ceases to be a problem once we realize that the relevant structures
receive a functional interpretation. Consider for instance the specificational
copular construction in (112b) above, repeated here as (121). Jacobson observes
that its meaning can be paraphrased as in (121a), and formalized as in (121b).
Crucially, the variable contributed by the pronoun his (i.e. the second occurrence
of y in 121b) is not bound by the universal quantifier denoted by every Italian, but
rather by a ?-operator.27 Similarly to what we have argued in the case of Binding
Connectivity in wh-interrogatives, we can ascribe our impression that every Italian
does bind his in (121) to the following two properties of its functional reading.
Firstly, the pronoun his contributes the domain of the mother-of function.
Secondly, the mother-of function is identified with another function whose f-
argument is bound by every Italian.

(121) The woman that every Italiani loves is hisi mother
a The function which maps every individual to a woman every Italian loves is the

mother-of function

                    
27 One might wonder how a definite description such as his mother can come to denote a type +e,e,
function, rather than a type e individual. We will see in section 5.8 however that in Jacobson=s
variable-free semantics, definite descriptions with possessive pronouns are invariably of type +e,e,,
rather than the more conventional type e. Needless to say perhaps, if one sees no need to throw our
good old variable out of the window, one can still type-shift his mother into the appropriate type +e,e,
function in constructions such as (121).
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b ?f [œz [womanw(f(z)) v œx [italianw(x) 6 lovesw(x,f(x))]] = ?y?v [mother-ofw(v,y)]

Note that the same analysis can be carried over to Binding Connectivity in pseudo-
clefts, as exemplified in (122), if we assume along with Higgins (1979), Jacobson
(1994) and Heycock & Kroch (1996) that these constructions are a special case
of specificational copular constructions.

(122) What every mani cares most about is hisi car

One interesting feature of Jacobson=s approach to disconnected anaphora in
specificational copular constructions is that it voids the need for (syntactic or
semantic) reconstruction. The issue here is not whether reconstruction leads to the
same empirical problems we encountered in section 5.3. The issue is really
whether we can identify any gap in the precopular DP into which (the meaning of)
the postcopular DP can be reconstructed, either in the syntax through lowering or
copy-and-delete or in the semantics through ?-conversion. I take this to be pretty
obvious in plain specificational copular constructions. However, assuming that
Negative Polarity Items must be in the scope of a downward entailing operator,
one might like to argue on the basis of facts such as (123a) that there must be a
gap inside the precopular constituent into which the postcopular constituent can
be reconstructed (cf. also footnote 6).

(123)
a What nobody saw was anything interesting
b ?The thing that nobody saw was anything interesting

Still, in addition to some general problems that were already pointed out in section
5.2.3, the relative acceptability of (123b) casts further doubt on whether a
reconstruction-based analysis can be fruitfully applied in (123a).28 29

                    
28 Intuitively, the grammaticality of the examples in (123) should be related to the well-formedness
of examples such as No girl=s favourite movie has any violence in it. Here is one way in which this
could be accomplished. Both precopular constituents in (113) and no girls= favourite movie can be
analyzed as >layered= quantifiers in the sense of Szabolcsi (1997a): Generalized Quantifiers that have
another one quantified into it. For example, the meaning of what nobody saw can be represented
(roughly) as ?P5›x [person´(x) v P(?y [saw´(x,y)])] and the meaning of no girl=s favourite movie
as ?P5›x [girl´(x) v P(?y [favourite-movie-of´(y,x)])].  Layered quantifiers can be paraphrased in
such a way that the internal wide scope quantifier becomes the determiner of the whole layered
quantifier, e.g. what nobody saw . nothing that anybody saw and no girl=s favourite movie . no
favourite movie of any girl (cf. Szabolcsi 1997b for discussion on the conditions under which these
paraphrases obtain). We might now argue that it is in virtue of the possibility of these paraphrases
that the relevant NPIs are licensed. That is, the well-formedness of Nothing that anybody saw was
anything interesting and No favourite movie of any girl has any violence in it is as expected from
the standard point of view on NPI licensing. I must leave it for further research to determine whether
this suggestion can be consistently worked out for all relevant cases.
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29 Recall that in section 5.2.3, we analyzed the œ  > ›  reading of What every Englishman likes is a
picture of Diana in terms of semantic reconstruction (i.e. ?-conversion). However, both our general
claim that pseudo-clefts are a species of specificational copular constructions, and the facts in (i) and
(ii) below render such an analysis unfeasible. Again, in (i) there is no obvious gap inside the scope
of the universal distributive Q-NP into which the postcopular constituent can be semantically
reconstructed. Furthermore, on the assumption there is such a gap, it should come as a complete
mystery why the postcopular constituent in (ii) cannot take wide scope over a friend of mine (cf.
Heycock & Kroch 1996, who credit Williams 1994 for this observation).
(i) The thing that every Englishman likes is a (certain) picture of Diana (Tœ  > › )
(ii) ?What bothered a friend of mine was every article that appeared (*œ  > › )
To account for these cases, note that we already observed in the preceding section that simple
indefinites can receive functional readings. Let us assume that >specific= indefinites can be construed
as type +e,e, functions, just like definite descriptions. Then (26a) in section 5.2.3 and (i) on the
relevant interpretations can be analyzed as in (iii) below (where fc is a variable over so-called choice-
functions, mapping the set of functions (type ++e,e,,t,) denoted by picture of Diana (i.e. ?fœz
[picture-of´(f(z), diana)]) to some member in this set; cf. Winter 1995 and Reinhart & Winter 1997
for extensive discussion on choice-functions).
(iii) › fc [?f [œz [thing´(f(z)) v œx [englishman´(x) 6 likes´(x,f(x))]] = fc(picture-of´(diana))]
Cf. also Heycock & Kroch (1996) for similar ideas, which they attribute (again) to Williams (1994).
Given that the availability of functional readings seems to be restricted to simple indefinites, definite
descriptions and pay-check pronouns (cf. Chapter 2, section 2.3.3) only, we have accounted for
Scope Connectivity in specificational copular constructions without resorting to reconstruction.
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Another interesting feature of Jacobson=s account is that it correctly predicts,
as shown in (124) below, that the >antecedent= of the disconnected anaphor inside
the postcopular constituent must c-command the functional gap inside the
precopular constituent on pains of violating Weak Crossover.

(124) *The woman that loves every Italiani is hisi mother

A third pleasant consequence of a functional analysis of Binding Connectivity
in specificational copular constructions is that it can be quite easily extended to
Binding Connectivity in cleft constructions. Consider for example (112c) above,
repeated here as (125a). It is a well-known fact about cleft constructions generally
that they are characterized by the property of exhaustivity: the clefted constituent
denotes the only contextually relevant (plural) individual that has the property
denoted by the relative clause CP. Thus, the meaning of (125a) can be
paraphrased as in (125b).

(125)
a It is hisi mother that every Italiani loves
b The only contextually relevant function which maps every Italian to something he

loves is the mother-of function

In her discussion of certain restrictions on what quantificational expressions can
move into the Focus position in Hungarian, Szabolcsi (1994b) argues that the key
property of exhaustivity that characterizes this position reflects a particular
strategy that we might refer to as >exclusion by identification=. Intuitively, what
this means is that a viable strategy to exclude all contextually relevant alternatives
to some individual i from having some property P is to uniquely identify that
individual i that does have P. In view of the fact that the type of DP that can occur
in Focus position in Hungarian is the type of DP that can be clefted in English, it
is not unreasonable then to analyze the exhaustivity effects related to cleft
constructions in terms of Szabolcsi=s exclusion by identification as well. For
example, we may think of the exhaustivity effect related to (125a) as follows. By
identifying the function f that maps every Italian to something he loves with the
mother-of function, all contextually relevant alternatives to f are immediately
excluded. This amounts to representing the meaning of (125a) as in (126) below,
where Cw stands for a given set of contextually relevant functions.
(126) ?f [Cw(f) v œx [italianw(x) 6 lovesw(x,f(x))] = ?y?v [mother-ofw(v,y)]

Given some reasonable assumptions with respect to the semantics of
exhaustivity, we are thus led to analyze Binding Connectivity in cleft constructions
in exactly the same way in which Jacobson (1994,1997) accounts for disconnected
anaphora in specificational copular constructions, i.e. through quantification over
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Skolem functions. This need not surprise us in view of the fact that specificational
copular constructions too display exhaustivity effects. The fact that Binding
Connectivity in clefts is conditioned by Weak Crossover as well, as shown in
(127), lends further support to a unified treatment of disconnected anaphora in
clefts and specificational copular constructions.

(127) *It is hisi mother that loves every Italiani

As discussed at length in sections 5.5 and 5.7.1, f-readings (and, derivatively,
the corresponding constructions involving disconnected anaphora) exhibit a rather
peculiar sensitivity to WIs. Therefore, if the functional approach to Binding
Connectivity in specificational copular constructions and clefts is on the right
track, we would expect that if a disconnected anaphor in these constructions is
looking to be >bound= by a Q-NP which is buried inside a WI, the resulting
structure will be ungrammatical. It might then come as a surprise that, even
though they are far from impeccable, the following sentences are consistently
better than their wh-interrogative and relative clause analogues.

(128)
a ?The woman that I wonder whether every Italiani loves is hisi mother
b ?The woman that I regret that every Italiani loves is hisi mother
c ?The woman that nobody thinks that every Italiani loves is hisi mother

(129)
a ?It is hisi mother that I wonder whether every Italiani loves
b ??It is hisi mother that I regret that every Italiani loves
c ?It is hisi mother that nobody thinks that every Italiani loves

We will conclude this section by reflecting on how the apparent insensitivity
of Binding Connectivity in specificational copular constructions and clefts to WIs
might be accomodated in the framework of Sz&Z.30 It seems natural to relate our
observations in (128) and (129) to the property of exhaustivity which is so
definitive of cleft and specificational copular constructions. Note first that it
appears to be a general property of these constructions that >extraction= of WI
sensitive expressions such as how and when across a bad intervener leads to a
markedly better result than in other types of constructions, as shown in (130).

(130)
a ?How you didn=t solve the problem was actually the way you were supposed to

                    
30 Thanks to Anna Szabolcsi (p.c.) for drawing my attention to the possibility of relating the apparent
insensitivity of Binding Connectivity in these constructions to the property of exhaustivity.
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solve it (vs. *How didn=t you solve the problem?)
b ?When was it that you were not here? (vs. *When were you not here?)

In order to find out why WI effects in general are consistently weaker in
specificational copular constructions and clefts, let us consider once again our
analyses of the Binding Connectivity constructions in (121) and (125a), as
summarized in (121b) and (126) respectively. Due to the semantics of the ?-
operator, the latter logical representations presuppose both that the set of
(contextually relevant) functions that map an individual to something/some woman
every Italian loves is a singleton set, and assert that the mother-of function is in
that set. As was already observed above, this semantics is based on Szabolcsi=s
(1994b) view that exhaustivity is exclusion by identification. There are two ways
in which the presuppositions associated with (121b) and (126) can be satisfied.
One possibility is that the context in which (121) or (125a) is uttered entails that
there is a unique function f which maps any individual to something/some woman
that every Italian loves. In this case, it suffices to look f up, check whether it has
the required properties, and determine whether it is equivalent to the mother-of
function. This procedure for evaluating (121) and (125a) in a given context recalls
Sz&Z=s Look-Up procedure, as discussed in Chapter 1. Another possibility to
satisfy the relevant presuppositions is to accomodate them. In that case, we first
simply incorporate the information that there is a unique function f with the
required properties into the common ground, and then update the resulting
context with the information that f is the mother-of function. In either case then,
there is no need to laboriously compute the relevant set of functions in (128) and
(129). Consequently, there is no need to perform Boolean operations in a domain
where they might not be defined in these cases either. This accounts for the
relative insensitivity of Binding Connectivity in specificational copular
constructions and clefts to WIs.

To conclude, we have seen in this section that disconnected anaphora in
relative clauses, specificational copular constructions and (pseudo-) clefts can be
resolved in situ through quantification over Skolem functions. This squares well
with our earlier findings concerning disconnected anaphora in wh-sentences. The
fact that Binding Connectivity in specificational copular constructions and clefts
does not evidence any sensitivity to Weak Islands was seen to follow from the
property of exhaustivity which characterizes these constructions generally.
Generalizing from the cases discussed so far then, we may tentatively claim that
Binding Connectivity can be elegantly accounted for without resorting to either
syntactic or semantic reconstruction.

7.8 Conclusions: Dynamic Semantics, Abstraction over Assignments to
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Variables, and Variable-Free Semantics31

Recall Chierchia=s (1995) argument as discussed in section 5.1: suppose we have
identified a set of cases involving Binding Connectivity all of which can only be
handled in an elegant fashion by making use of semantic reconstruction (i.e. ?-
conversion). To make such an account feasible in the first place, we need some
>trick= that enables us to circumvent certain problems concerning free variables
reemerging as bound ones during the process of reduction. Chierchia points out
that a semantic reconstruction approach to Binding Connectivity can be naturally
embedded in the system of Dynamic Semantics, as in the latter framework,
functional application necessarily involves abstraction over variable assignments

in the way indicated in (131). Since the 8-operator abstracts over all assignments
to any free variable y contained in ?, y can be freely bound by any operator
contained in f  as a result of ?-conversion.

(131) f (8?)

Chierchia then argues that even though the 8-operator might be added to other
semantic systems, only Dynamic Semantics makes crucial use of it in the sense that
it could not even handle the most basic cases of dynamic anaphora without it. But
then, we could legitimately claim that those cases of Binding Connectivity the
proper analysis of which requires semantic reconstruction provide direct support
in favour of Dynamic Semantics.

                    
31 This section owes an obvious debt to Szabolcsi (1997c), who was the first to point out the
relevance of variable-free semantics in the present context. I also benefitted tremendously from the
many discussions we had on this topic. The conclusions reached here squarely entirely with hers.
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In this chapter, we have seen that no such argument in favour of Dynamic
Semantics can be constructed on the basis of Binding Connectivity in a variety of
constructions, such as wh-interrogatives, relative clauses, specificational copular
constructions (including pseudo-clefts) and clefts. Not only did we see that an
alternative approach that relies on quantification over Skolem functions instead
can provide a unified account of disconnected anaphora in all the aforementioned
constructions, we also concluded that semantic reconstruction (i) leads to the
wrong results in wh-interrogatives, and (ii) cannot be sensibly applied in
specificational copular constructions. Of course, these negative results cannot be
interpreted as evidence against Dynamic Semantics.32

                    
32 As mentioned in section 5.1.1, Chierchia (1995) himself focuses on Binding Connectivity in left-
adjoined if/when-clauses and preposed PP adjuncts. However, Szabolcsi (class lectures) has shown
that the restrictions on kataphora in left-adjoinded if/when-clauses cannot be reduced to Principle C
effects, as argued by Chierchia. For example, Chierchia claims that (ia) is bad since semantic
reconstruction, which is needed to create the appropriate environment for a girlfriend to bind her,
will lead to a Principle C effect in view of the fact that a boy is coindexed with he. However,
Szabolcsi observes that this leaves the ill-formedness of (ib) unaccounted for.
(i) a *If a boyi lies to herj, hei loses a girlfriendj

b *If I lie to heri, my brother loses a girlfriendi

Szabolcsi (class lectures) argues instead that the issue of whether kataphora to a direct object are
possible is completely independent of the issue of whether there are additional binding dependencies
to consider. She notes that the well-formedness of the sentences in (ii) provides further support in
favour of that view.
(ii) a If a teacheri finds itj too advanced, hei won=t adopt a textbookj

b If the director finds iti too advanced, the teachers won=t adopt a textbooki

I must leave it to future reasearch to determine to what extent the binding patterns in left-adjoined
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But let us now assume for the sake of the argument that we are living in a
world where there are in fact both empirical and conceptual arguments for
pursuing a semantic reconstruction approach to Binding Connectivity in general.
That is, in this world, (132a) below for example should be analyzed as in (132b-
c).33 Would we then indeed have found an interesting novel piece of evidence in
favour of Dynamic Semantics, as argued by Chierchia?

(132)
a It is hisi queen that every Englishmani loves

b ?Vœx [englishman´(x) 6 4V(8?z [loves´(x,z)])](8?P [4P(?y [queen-of´(y,x)])])
c œx [englishman´(x) 6 loves´(x,?y [queen-of´(y,x)])]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

                                                     
f/when-clauses and preposed PP adjuncts can be accounted for on a functional approach instead.

33 There are no exhaustivity effects associated with cleft constructions in this world either.

It depends. Let us consider a little bit more closely Chierchia=s argument that
even though other semantic frameworks might be remodelled so as to include the
device of abstraction over variable assignments, only Dynamic Semantics makes
crucial use of it in that its elimination turns the system hopelessly unfit for its
original purposes. Now, we might quarrel with Chierchia=s claim that only
Dynamic Semantics really needs abstraction over variable assignments. For, as
pointed out by Jacobson (1996,1997), any semantic framework that makes
essential use of variables will make essential use of (abstraction over) variable
assignments, and vice versa. For instance, Predicate Logic makes critical use of
variables in the sense that it distinguishes free variables from bound ones.
Technically, this distinction is worked out as follows. Any well-formed formula
in Predicate Logic that has only bound occurrences of variables in it denotes a
constant function from variable assignments to truth values, whereas any well-
formed formula that has at least one free occurrence of a variable in it denotes a
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non-constant function from variable assignments to truth values. Therefore, we
can dispense with (abstraction over) assignment functions in the semantics for
Predicate Logic, and simply take the denotation of any well-formed formula to be
a truth value, as long as the variables can be dispensed with. The latter can be
accomplished by just allowing for bound occurrences of variables.

Thus, Chierchia is right in claiming that static semantic frameworks can do
without abstraction over assignments to variables, but only if they make inessential
use of variables in the sense that they just recognize bound occurrences of them.
But then, in such a static semantics, there could never be a problem to begin with
concerning free variables popping up as bound ones after an application of ?-
conversion. To appreciate this point, consider Jacobson=s (1994,1996,1997)
variable-free semantics, one prime example of a static semantics that does not
make essential use of variables.34 According to Jacobson, pronouns invariably
denote the identity function ?x [x], conveniently abstracting away from the
semantic contribution made by gender distinctions.35 Consequently, any
(sub)constituent X containing an >unbound= pronoun will denote a function from
individuals to whatever denotation a standard semantics would assign to X (by the
way, this explains the intimate connection between Jacobsonian variable free
semantics and functional readings). For example, on Jacobson=s approach, the
meaning of his queen will be represented as ?x?y [queen´(y,x)], which denotes a
function which maps every individual to his/her queen. Binding is then
accomplished by means of a type-shift operation (called z) on the meaning of the
expression g which takes the intended >antecedent= as argument. In general, for
any function g of type +X,+e,Y,,, z(g) =def ?f [?x [g(f(x))(x)]], where f is of type
+e,X,. (133) contains a simple illustration of Jacobson=s account of binding in a
variable free semantics.36

                    
34 For a somewhat different implementation of a variable free semantics, cf. Szabolcsi (1987,1992).

35 Reflexive anaphora might be analyzed as Generalized Quantifiers. For example, the meaning of
him/herself might be represented as ?R?x [R(x)(x)]. Cf. also footnote 12 for discussion.

36 Note that if binding indeed relies on essentially different (that is, intrinsically local) mechanisms
than scope assignment, we can at least begin to understand what forces Binding Connectivity and
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(133) Every Englishmani loves hisi queen
a ?Pœx [englishman´(x) 6 P(x)]((z(loves´))(?z?y [queen-of´(y,z)]))

                                                     
Scope Connectivity to display such fundamentally different properties with respect to a variety of
constructions, as observed especially in section 5.3.

b ?Pœx [englishman´(x) 6 P(x)](?f [?v [loves´(v,f(v))]](?z?y [queen-of´(y,z)]))
(z(loves´) =def ?f [?v [loves´(v,f(v))]])

c ?Pœx [englishman´(x) 6 P(x)](?v [loves´(v,?y [queen-of´(y,v)])])
(?-conversion)

d œx [englishman´(x) 6 loves´(x,?y [queen-of´(y,x)])] (?-conversion)

One could easily embed a semantic reconstruction approach to Binding
Connectivity in Jacobson=s variable free semantics, without the need to use some
 >trick= to avoid the problem of having a free variable reemerging as a bound one
in the process of reduction. On her account, variables play no essential role to
begin with: there are only bound occurrences of them. To illustrate, (132a) above
can be reanalyzed in a variable free semantics as indicated in (134). Note that the
reduction from (134a) to (134b) is completely unproblematic. The mechanics is
almost identical to what we observed in (133) above.

(134) It is hisi queen that every Englishmani loves
a ?f œx [englishman´(x) 6 (z(loves´))(f)(x)](?z?y [queen-of´(y,z)]) /
b œx [englishman´(x) 6 loves´(x,?y [queen-of´(y,x)])]

This leaves us with the next question: is Chierchia right in claiming that
Dynamic Semantics could not even handle the most basic cases of dynamic
anaphora without abstracting over assignments to variables? If other semantic
frameworks can (or perhaps should, as argued by Jacobson) be reformulated so
that variables/assignments to variables are no longer needed, maybe Dynamic
Semantics can be reformulated in a variable-free format as well. Preliminary
research by Szabolcsi (1997c) indicates that this is indeed possible. The mere
possibility of implementing Dynamic Semantics in a variable-free setting already
shows that abstraction over assignments to variables is in fact not essential to get
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the basic facts right. Furthermore, if grammar does not discriminate between static
and dynamic binding in terms of their formal resources, whatever empirical and
conceptual reasons there may be for pursuing a variable-free account of static
binding will effectively force a variable free account of dynamic binding as well.

In the light of the above, we must conclude that it is wrong to think that
Binding Connectivity might provide independent support in favour of Dynamic
Semantics. Abstraction over assignment functions is no way an essential ingredient
of Dynamic Semantics. What is essential is its view that the meaning of a sentence
resides in its potential to change the context in which it is uttered.  This view
facilitates a compositional treatment of a number of phenomena that fall outside
the purview of truth-conditional approaches to meaning. These phenomena
include donkey anaphora, presupposition projection and, if our analyses in
Chapters 3 and 4 are on the right track, various Weak Island effects. It is this
feature alone that provides us with sufficient reasons for going dynamic.
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Appendix to Chapter 5

I Proof

In the following, we will show that (25b) (as applied to the actual world w) and
(25c) in the main text, here repeated as (1a) and (1b) respectively, are equivalent.

(1) a ??  [?T [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y [4T(8?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)])
v 4P(y)])])(w)]

(8?V [?? ´?p [•4? ´ v •4? ´ = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [4V(8?w [€ like´(x,w)])])(p)](? )])]

b ?? ›y [thingw(y) v •4? (w) v •4?  = ?w´ [picturew´(y,?z [motherw´(z,john)]) v
likew´(john,y)]]

We will first reduce the ?T [ ... ]( ... ) part of (1a).

(2) a ?T [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y [4T(8?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v
4P(y)])])(w)]

(8?V [?? ´?p [•4? ´ v •4? ´ = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [4V(8?w [€ like´(x,w)])])(p)](? )])

b •WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y [?V?p [•4?  v •4?  = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [4V(8?w

[€ like´(x,w)])])(p)](8?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v 4P(y)])])(w)

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

We then reduce the ?V [ ... ]( ... ) part of (2b).

(3) a ?V?p [•4?  v •4?  = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [4V(8?w [€ like´(x,w)])])(p)]

(8?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v 4P(y)])

b ?p [•4?  v •4?  = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [?P›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v

4P(y)](8?w [€ like´(x,w)])])(p)] (?-conversion, 48-cancellation)
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c ?p [•4?  v •4?  = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v ?w

[€ like´(x,w)](y)]])(p)] (?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

d ?p [•4?  v •4?  = ?P´ [4P´(john)](8?x [›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,x)]) v

€ like´(x,y)]])(p)] (?-conversion)

e ?p [•4?  v •4?  = ›y [€ picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,john)]) v € like´(john,y)](p)]

(?-conversion, 48-cancellation)

f ?p [•4?  v •4?  = ›y [picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,john)]) v like´(john,y) v 4p]]

Putting all the pieces back together again, we obtain (4a). The other reductions
in (4) follow from the definition of ED.

(4) a ??  [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y?p [•4?  v •4?  = ›y [picture´(y,?z
[mother´(z,john)]) v like´(john,y) v 4p]])(w)]

b ??  [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y´ [?p [•4?  v •4?  = ›y [picture´(y,?z

[mother´(z,john)]) v like´(john,y) v 4p]] v € y = y´])(w)] (def. of ED)

c ??  [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y´?p [•4?  v •4?  = ›y [picture´(y,?z
[mother´(z,john)]) v like´(john,y) v y = y´ v 4p]])(w)] (def. v)

d ??  [•WHD(8?y [€ thing´(y)])(8?y?p [•4?  v •4?  = picture´(y,?z [mother´(z,john)])
v like´(john,y) v 4p])(w)] (elementary logic)

Given the definition of Dynamic Quantificational Determiners in Chapter 2, we
know that (4d) and (5) (= 1b) are equivalent (cf. II in the Appendix to Chapter 3
for a similar proof). This completes our proof.

(5) ?? ›y [thingw(y) v •4? (w) v •4?  = ?w´ [picturew´(y,?z [motherw´(z,john)]) v
likew´(john,y)]]

II A Compositional Semantics for Functional Questions
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We want to show here how the LF in (1a) can be compositonally translated into
(1b).

(1) a [CP [DP which book about his private life]f [C´ did [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [exf ]y [VP

read ey]]]]]
b ?w?p› f [œz [bookw(f(z)) v aboutw(f(z),?v [private-lifew(v,z)])] v p(w) v p =

?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 5readw´(x,f(x))]]

If we assume that a functional trace exf  translates as f(x), then the C´ in (1a) can
be compositionally translated into (3) by means of the standard procedures we
have already made use of.

(3) ?p´ [p´ v p´ = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 5readw´(x,f(x))]]

Thus, in order to build up (1b), we need to make sure that the relevant wh-phrase
will be translated into (4a) (where U is a variable of type ++e,e,,p,), given that (4b)
(= 4c) reduces to (3).

(4) a ?U› f [œz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])] v U(f)]
b Bf(?U› f [œz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])] v U(f)],?p´ [p´ v

p´ = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 5readw´(x,f(x))]])
c ?w?p [?U›f [œz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])] v U(f)](?p´ [p´

v p´ = ?w´œx [politicianw´(x) 6 5readw´(x,f(x))]](p))(w)] (def. 11i)

To achieve this, we must make two additional assumptions, which essentially
derive from the work of Jacobson (1994,1996,1997). The first assumption is
independent of any theoretical commitments, but the second is most naturally
framed in a variable-free semantics of the kind explored by Jacobson. A more
systematic discussion of the connection between functional readings and
Jacobsonian variable-free semantics is deferred to section 5.8. Firstly, we must
assume that all predicate expressions are polymorphic in the sense that i) any
expression a of type +X,p, may type-shift into ?fœx [a(f(x))] of type ++e,X,,p,; ii)
any expression ß of type +X,+Y,p,, may type-shift into ?g?fœx [ß(g(x))(f(x))] of
type ++e,X,,++e,Y,,p,,. Let us refer to this type-shifting operation as ² TS(F). For
example, book´ (type +e,p,) ² TS(F) ?fœx [book´(f(x))] (type ++e,e,,p,), and about´
(type +e,+e,p,,) ² TS(F) ?g?fœx [about´(g(x))(f(x))] (type ++e,e,,++e,e,,p,,). This
assumption ensures that functions will be introduced in the appropriate way as
arguments of predicate expressions. Secondly, we will assume that expressions
such as her mother and his private life denote functions from individuals to
individuals. In Jacobson=s variable-free semantics, the last assumption
automatically follows from her treatment of pronouns as identity functions. Again,
we will return to these matters in section 5.8.

The following derivation shows how the denotation of the wh-phrase in (1a),
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as represented in (4a), can be determined in a compositional fashion.

(5) a [DP which [NP [NP book] [PP about [DP his private life]]]]
b ?•?U› f [•(f) v U(f)](?fœz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])])

?U› f [œz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])] v U(f)]
(?-conversion) = (4a)

?•?U› f [•(f) v U(f)] GC(?hœu [book´(h(u))],?fœx [about´(f(x),?v [private-
life´(v,x)])])
?fœz [book´(f(z)) v about´(f(z),?v [private-life´(v,z)])]

(def. of GC, elementary logic, variable renaming)

?u [book´(u)] ?g?fœx [about´(f(x),g(x))(?w?v [private-life´(v,w)])
(² TS(F)) ?hœu [book´(h(u))] ?fœx [about´(f(x),?v [private-life´(v,x)])] (?-conversion)

?y?x [about´(x,y)] ?w?v [private-life´(v,w)]
(² TS(F)) ?g?fœx [about´(f(x),g(x))]

As a sidenote, it may be interesting to point out that Chierchia=s (1993)
assumption of multiply indexed functional traces can be dispensed with if we adopt
Jacobson=s (1994,1996,1997) account of binding in a variable-free semantics. In
her approach, binding (or, rather, covaluation of two argument positions) is
effected by a local type-shift operation (called z) on the meaning of predicate
expressions (cf. again section 5.8 for more discussion). To illustrate, the meaning
of read´ (type +e,+e,p,,) could type-shift via z into the meaning represented by
?f?x [read´(f(x))(x)] (type ++e,e,,+e,p,,). But then, the LF in (1a) can be
reformulated as in (6) in which multiply indexed functional traces no longer
appear.

(6) [CP [DP which book about his private life]f [C´ did [AgrSP no politicianx [AgrOP [ef]f´ [VP read
ef´]]]]]

However, in the main text, we will stick to functional traces for ease of exposition.


